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AB ST RACT

The hierarchically structured Wisconsin lndianhead Technical
College, New Richrnond, Wisconsin, is considering implementing
Total Quality Management/Continuous lmprovement Process
(TQM/CIP) districtwide. The purpose of this study was

to

determine

opinions held by faculty and management employed by that district
regarding what constitutes effective leadership methods/styles and

to

assess whether differences existed between faculty and

management groups regarding these opinions.

A questionnaire was developed and distributed to all full-time
district faculty and management. Two-hundred fourteen
questionnaires were distributed, and 1 54 were returned for a return
rate of 71 .9 percent. The questionnaire included 24 semantic
differentiated items on a seven-point scale, plus two two-part
open-ended response items.

Results indicated that faculty and management held similar
opinions and that those opinions were in keeping with literature on
suggested leadership styles for TQM/CIP. Responses to the openended questions suggested six themes regarding opinions around
TQM/CIP for the

district: A lack of uniform definition for TQM/CIP

exists; most faculty and management support implementation of a
participative management style of leadership; a perception exists
that TQM/CIP may be management's current *buzz word," and that
management at the top is not committed to the process; a lack of

respect for and trust in management exists; a perception exists that
no union involvement has been enlisted in the process and that
implementation of TQM/CIP would jeopardize union effectiveness.
lil
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

of leadership suggest that a leader must
have a vision of what an organization needs to do to be successful,
must be able to share that vision and motivate people toward it,
must be able to set goals, must be able to empower followers in
achieving those goals, and must be able to engender trust (Gardner
Modern discussions

1990, Kanter 1983, Crosby 1988, Hagberg 1984).

ln her doctoral study on creative leadership, Bleedorn ( 1 9SB)
cites a review by Marilyn Ferguson (1983:43) in which Ferguson
discusses observations by hundreds of companies suggesting that

creative leadership traits "encourage autonomy and
entrepreneurship, achieve productivity through people, have a bias
for action, manage ambiguity and paradox, are driven by values, and

typically reorganize regularly." Bleedorn suggests that such
statements by business point to a "trend toward changing leadership

styles in business."
Such trends appear to be moving away from hierarchical
management with minimal input from employees. lnstead,
management or management teams are using employee input and
encouraging employee decision making. Total Quality Management
and Continuous lmprovement Processes (TQM/CIP) (incorporating

core management teams, customer service attitude, informationbased decision making, and self-directed work teams) have evolved
as means to this end and have expanded to include education. This
study focuses on education and TQM/CIP, particularly in the
technical college.
1

The Problem and lts Setting
The purpose of this study is to determine opinions regarding
leadership methods/styles as held by faculty and management in

hierarchically structured technical college, which is plannrng

for

a
a

change to Tota! Quality Management/Continuous lmprovement
Process with self-directed work teams.

This study assesses opinions of full-time faculty and
management at the four main campuses and the administrative
office of the Wisconsin lndianhead Technical College (WITC), 3n
1 1-county technical college district in northwestern Wisconsin.

bproblems
Contained within the main problem stated above are the
following subproblems:
1 . To determine WITC faculty's opinions regarding leadership
Su

methods/styles.

?.

To determine WITC management's opinions regarding leadership
methods/styles.

3.

To determine if differences exist between faculty and
management opinions regarding leadership methods/styles.

Scope of Study
While this study looks at faculty and management opinions, it
does not assess the opinions regarding leadership methods/styles as
held by support staff, custodial staff, or students at WITC. ln
addition, this study looks only at opinions regarding leadership
methods/styles in general. The study does not attempt to evaluate
leadership methods currently used at WITC.

2

Def in ition

of

Terms

ln order that the reader may readily understand terms as they
are interpreted for this study, the following definitions are offered.

Opinion. Opinion is defined for this study as a personal
judg ment held as true or valid (The New American W ebster Colleqe
Dictionarv, New York: Si gner, 1989).
Method/Style. Method/S tyle is defined as the means or
procedures used in achieving a goal (T he New American Webster
Colle

e Dictiona

Facultv. Faculty are defined as individuals teaching at least a
twelve credit load under contract to the technical college district
and carrying state certification in their areas of teaching expertise.
Management. Mana gement is defined as individuals who by
title and position are responsible for overseeing a staff or function.
lncluded are administrators, supervisors, managers, and
coordi n at ors.

Technical Colleqe.

Technical College is defined as an

educational institution accredited by the State of Wisconsin and
charged with the responsibility

of post-high school training

in

vocational and technical majors, culminating in a one-year
vocational diploma or a two-year associate's degree.

Total

Ou alit V Manaqement (TOM)/Con tinuous lmprovement

Process (ClP). T QM/CIP is defined as a flattened organizational

structure which employs core team leadership, self-directed work
teams, and information-based participatory decision making.
TQM/CIP focuses on customer service, quality, and continuous
process and product improvement.

3

Sta nda rd

Hierarchical Manaqement . Standard Hierarchical

Management is defined as a multi-layered organizational structure

with top down management and top down decision making.

lmportance of Study
The WITC district is comprised of four campuses--at

Ashland,

Rice Lake, Superior, and New Richmond--and an administrative

office complex at Shell Lake. At WITC-New Richmond, where this
researcher is a faculty member, a core team has been formed to
begin a process of shifting the carnpus organization from
hierarchical management style

to the Total Quality

Management/Continuous lmprovement Process. Other campuses will

continue under the standard hierarchical structure, while WITC-New
Richmond acts as a test case for the district.
TQM/CIP, incorporating core team leadership and

self-directed work teams, is a departure from the traditional
hierarchical structure under which most educational institutions
have operated. Both faculty and management will be involved in an

effort to change the campus, and later, the district, to TQM/CIP.
Management and faculty traditionally have not shared institutional
leadership roles. A move to TQM/clP, experts soy, takes
cornmitment and effort from all participants from the start of the
change process through a period of five years or more before the
process hegins

to fee! comfortable and workable (Crosby, 1979:9;

Albrecht, 1 988:43-47).
It is important before beginning such a change process to know
as much as possible about the current climate/culture of an
organization (Mohman, et al., 1989; Kotter, 1990:1?T-l 5G). As part
of knowing that climate/culture and planning for a new method of
4

leadership,

it is reasonable to consider

what attitudes already exist

regarding leadership methods/styles.
Buildinq on

Ex istinq Research.

Organizations often assess

leadership ability, management ability, and leader/management

effectiveness relative

to behaviors, situations or tasks (Behling

Rauch, 1985; Yukl, 1989; Goodstein and Burke,

1991).

and

Such studies

often survey for opinions about current leadership within the
organization. However, little has been done to ascertain opinions
within an organizational culture relative to leadership
methods/styles in general, not as an evaluation of current
organizational leadership. This study looks both at faculty's
and management's opinions about leadership methods/styles in an
organization moving toward TQM/CIP.
Summary
This study assesses a technical college faculty's and
management's opinions toward leadership methods. The focus for
the study is the hierarchically structured Wisconsin lndianhead
Technical College. ln addition, the study looks at differences and
similarities in opinions held; and finally, it looks at possible
implications such opinions may have for a change to Total Quality
Management/Continuous lmprovement Process. The next chapter of

this study, Chapter Two, Literature Review--Part One: Leadership
and Management, will begin to explore theories about leadership,
management, and the factors constituting them to lay a groundwork
toward exploring such theory related to TQM/CIP and WITC.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW--PART ONE
LEADERSHIP

AND MANAGEMENT

Since this study deals specifically with opinions concerning

what comprises leadership, Chapter Two reviews the literature
addressing the history of thinking regarding leadership methods and
styles plus similarities and differences between management and
leadership. Sections within this chapter include: Leadership
Review, Leader or Manager, and Summary.

Leadership Review
Power. Process, and Pe rsonalitv

what constitutes leadership, how
management, how

.

Theorists disagree about

it is similar to and different from

it relates to followers, and how it is effectively

employed. Leadership has been categorized according to power,
processes, and personality (Kellerman 1986:193). Laswell, for
instance, said that the democratic leader takes power from the
people. The leader is someone "drawn from the community at
large...from a broad base...(who) remains actively dependent on the
entire community" ( 1 948, in Kellerman I gB6:1 g3). Schumpeter

4?) saw leadership differently, as a competition for power.
Hamilton in "Federalist Paper No. 69" (1787) saw power as very
important in a leader, calling for a strong executive. In a discussion
of even stronger executive leadership, Arendt (1951) analyzed
totalitarianism and the power of organizations, suggesting that it is
the organization's power which gives the leader power.
(

19

6

Though each of the above is not a current writer and each

focuses on political leadership, the discussion of power, process,
and personality carries over to today's business organizations.
Kanter (1983) advocates a move from the traditional top-down
power and process of layered organizational structures to a

structure which distributes power throughout the organization.
Hagberg ( 1 984) says the leader must understand his/her own
personality and needs. From that understanding comes personal
power developed through stages: powerlessness plus leading by
manipulation and coercion, power in association with those more
powerful than oneself, power through titles and status, and finally

to what she terms "true leadership" (251). Here, power, process,
and personality come together, True leadership, she says, comes
only with personal reflection on one's meaning, the meaning of life,
and one's relationship and responsibility to others. True leaders
must have vision, must be self-accepting and humble, and must
empower others,
Leade rshi D and Title.

Leadership is not always seen as the

unique domain of those who hold a specific leadership title, such as
president, CEO, or supervisor. Weber (1921) sets forth three basic

types of authority--legal, traditional, and charismatic. Weber's
legal authority leads by virtue of the office, sustained by specific
rules, laws, or norms. This Ieader carries out specified functions
within an organization where offices operate under a hierarchy of
authority. Traditional authority, however, is based on "sanctity of
the order and the attendant power of control as they have been
handed down from the past" (238). These leaders hold status over
others by tradition or inheritance, such as would be
7

the case for a tribal chieftain. This person's power comes not from
legal rules, but from "principles of substantive ethical common
sense, of justice, or of utilitarian expediency." Weber's charismatic
authority leads by the power of personality and may or may not be a
person holding legitimate (elected or appointed) authority. Though
the term charisma, as used by Weber, related to divine or magica!
qualities which the leader and followers believed the leader
possessed, today the term charisma or charismatic is used more
generally in regard to a leader who influences followers with charm,
wit, and passion.
Burns (1978:53) also contends that leaders need not always be
the constituted leaders by title, as he emphasizes the role of
f ollowers.
This does not mean that the apparent leader is necessarily or exclusively
the 'real' leader or the effective leader. Leaders lead in such a way...as to
anticipate responses of followers, and followers and leaders may exchange
places. The leadership-followership process must be viewed as a totality
of interactive roles before we can identify the forces and processes at
work and hence assess the role of leadership...

Leader and Foll ower and Transaction o r Transformation. Burns

identifies two main leadership types, transactional and
transformational. The transactional leader barters for power and
position. Such leaders obtain what a follower wants in exchange for
something the leader wants or for promise of a future favor.
Burns contends that true leadership is
...'transformational,' that it assesses the needs of the followers and finds a
way to meet those needs without regard to payment in return. The leader

employs the followers in reaching their goals. The transformational
Ieader raises both the leader and the followers to a greater good. The
result of transforming Ieadership is a relationship of mutual stimulation
and elevation that converts followers into leaders and may convert leaders
into moral agents (1 978:4).

I

Answers are still sought for the question of how
combine transaction and transformation

to

to best

achieve goals. Cohen and

Bradford (1989:16) assert the need for transactions. "...influence is
enhanced by using the mode! of strategic alliances to engage

mutually beneficial exchanges with potential allies." Allies are
gained by trading "currencies." A wide array of currencies is Iisted
for trade, among which are vision, resources, information,
advancement, recognition, understanding, and support.
On the other hand, Bass (1990:31) maintains

that an
organization must develop flexibility to stay afloat in today's
business world. ln order to be flexible, the firm must adopt
transformational leadership approaches which include using
charisma, providing intellectual and critical stimulation to
ernployees, and planning
Process

for individual employee development.

of Achievinq Leadership .

Concern for the employees

(or followers or constituents) is a common theme among leadership
theorists, along with the understanding of the leader-follower
interactions and follower needs. Gardner ( I 990:1 ) states
Leadership is the process of persuasion or example by which
individual (or leadership team) induces a group
by the leader and his or her followers.

to pursue objectives

an

held

that the organizational leader comes to the
leadership position through a combination of factors. The context of
the time and situation may be ripe for that person's particular style
of leadership and that person's ideas. The leader's background and
knowledge or expertise in a needed discipline may also aid
Gardner suggests

ascendance

to

leadership,

Gardner agrees with Burns that a leader does not function
alone, but is bound up with the needs of the constituents who confer

I

authority and can remove

it (1990:23-26).

that the
leader is constrained not only by historical context, but also by the
organizational or political context within which the leader functions
He asserts

(38-47).

Leader

or

Manager

Literature on leadership wrestles with these questions: Are
mangers leaders? Are leaders managers? Gardner ( 1 990:3,4; 52,53)
points out that "even the most visionary leader is faced on occasion

with decisions that every manager faces." For that reason, Gardner
divides those in authority into two categories--the manager and the
leader-manager. The manager carries out the business of processes,

functions, and allocations. leader-managers, however, differ from
managers in that (4):
1

. They think longer term--beyond the day's crises, beyond the

Z.

quarterly report, beyond the horizon.
ln thinking about the unit they are heading, they grasp its

relationship to larger realities--the larger organization of
which they are a p?ft, conditions external to the organization,
global trends.
3. They reach and influence constituents beyond their
jurisdiction, beyond boundaries
4. They put heavy emphasis on the intangibles of vision, values,
and motivation and understand intuitively the nonrational and
unconscious elements in leader-constituent interaction.
5. They have the political skill to cope with the conflicting
requirements of multiple constituencies.
6. They think in terms of renewal. The routine manager tends to
accept organizational structure and process as it exists. The
leader-manager seeks the revisions of process and structure
required by ever-changing reality.

Gardner also notes

that managers are "more tightly

linked to an organization than is the leader." He points

out that many leaders lead numbers of people without
formal organizational structure--Gandhi, for example.
10

"Some of our most memorable leaders have headed

movements so amorphous that management would be an

inappropriate word."
Kotter (1990:6) suggests that both strong
management and strong leadership are necessary to

sustain an organization. He distinguishes between
management and leadership in four categories: creating
an agenda, developing a human network for achieving the
agenda, execution, and outcornes. Kotter explains the

differences as follows:
Creatinq an Age[da
Managernent

Planning and Budgeting--establishing detailed
step$ and timetables for achieving needed results,
and then allocating the resources necessary to make
that happen
Leadership
Establishing Direction--developing a vision of the
future, often the distant future, and strategies for
producing the changes needed to achieve that vision
Developing .a Human Network for Achieving the ,Agenda
Managenent
Organizing and Staffing--establishing some
structure for accomplishing plan requirements,
staffing that structure with individuals, delegating
responsibility and authority for carrying out the
plan, providing policies and procedures to help
guide people, and creating methods or systems to
monitor implementation
Leadership
Aligning People--communicating the direction by
words and deeds to all those whose cooperation may
be needed so as to influence the creation of teams
and coalitions that understand the vision and
strategies, and accept their validity

11

fiugrburg Collogr Llhmry

Execution
Management

Controlling and Problem Solving--monitoring
results vs. plan in some detail, identifying
deviations, and then planning and organizing to
solve these problems
Leadership

Motivating and lnspiring--energizing people to
overcome major political, bureaucratic, and
unfilled, human needs
Outconres

Management
Produces a degree of predictability and order, and
has the potential of consistently producing key

results expected by various stakeholders (e.9., for
customers, always being on time; for stockholders,
being on budget)
Leadership
Produces change, often to a dramatic degree, and has
the potential of producing extremely useful change
(e.g., new products that customers want, new
approaches to labor relations that help make a firm
more competitive)

to the literature, then, leaders might
also be managers but do not necessarily need to have a
constituted position from which to lead. Managers may
According

or may not be leaders in the sense discussed by Gardner,
Kanter, Burns and others, though leadership skills are
thought to be an asset (as the next chapter shows, these
'nleadership " methods and styles are especially

important in an organizational structure employing
TQM/CrP).

Kanter (1983: 47,48) asserts:
The infallibility of management, the certainty of management
tasks, and the predictability of management careers have declined:
but the potential of the rest of the work force for contributing to
the solution of organizational problems has increased.

1?

Summary
The study of leadership has led

to a variety of theories

regarding what constitutes a leader. Some of the genera! factors
involved in determining a leader's methods and style include:

timing, environment and situation (organizational structure,
resources, and attitudes): behavior in using power, personality and
traits, and technical expertise or skills. The direction of
management and leadership is still evolving, though it presently
points toward shared power and shared decision making within
flattened organizational structures. ln Chapter 3, Literature

Two:

to

lClP in Business and Education,
the leadership movement toward TQM/CIP in business and in
education wil! be explored.
Review--Part

Evolution

TQM
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CHAPTER THREE
LITERATURE REVIEW-.PART TWO
EVOLUTTON TO TQM lCtP
IN BUSINESS AND EDUCATION
Since the focus of this study is on an organization moving

toward Total Quality Management and Continuous lmprovement, it is
important not only to review the history of thinking about leadership
and management, but also

to review the evolution of organizational

structures to participative management and TQM/CIP as leadership
methods. To that end, Chapter three provides an overview of the rise

of TQMICIP in business.
Next, since this study assesses technical college
management's and faculty's opinions on leadership methods and

styles, this chapter includes a review of literature concerning
implementing TQM/CIP in education, including the role of
organizational culture and climate surveys which incorporate

of leadership. Finally, this researcher relates the
literature review findings to the WITC case and to this study.
Organizational Structure Review

opinion surveys

Traditional organizational structure has meant hierarchical
arrangement of supervision and management. The hierarchical
arrangement usually includes more autocratic leadership, top-down
decision-making, and little or no input from below decision makers.
A flatter or shorter organizational structure generally carries with
it Iess strict controls and more widely distributed authority. lt also
generally increases communication among levels, since there are
fewer (and less complex) Ievels to reach with the message.
14

Whereas the hierarchy's autocratic leadership falls into
Douglas McGregor's Theory X leadership category (1960) in which

those at the top of the hierarchy believe people work mostly for
money and status, the flatter organizational structure falls into his
Theory Y leadership category which lends itself to more
participatory decision-making. ln this Theory Y type of
organization, supervisors show more concern for relationships
among workers and provide more opportunities for workers to

function independently. The leader in a participative environment
rnay be democratic or consultative. While the consultative leader
stays visibly involved with a problem delegated to a group for
problem solving and is clearly the person who makes the final
decision, the democratic leader allows the group

to

make the

decision.
Ouchi

( 1 981

)

expanded on participatory. management with

Theory Z, based on a management style used in Japan. This style
emphasized quality, long term planning, trust and loyalty between
management and worker, and consensus decision-making.

Evolution

of TQM/CIP in Business

The Total Quality Management (TQM) movement includes many

of the characteristics common to Theory Z management style. TQM
began in manufacturing industry and spread to other business
sectors and, ultimat€ly, into the non-profit sector as well. The
movement is now changing the organizational structure of a number
of educational institutions. TQM has passed through an evolutionary
process in its development and often incorporates core team
management with work teams and, often, self-directed work teams.

15

Its orientation is continuous improvement of products and processes
to meet or exceed customer needs.
The quality movement in the Unlted States began in the
1930s with Dr. Walter Shewart's contributions to statistical control
of manufacturing production processes (Mann 1987:8). W. Edwards
Deming built on Shewart's work in the forties and fifties with
American manufacturing companies, and later with Japanese firms.
Deming (1981:12) suggested that the Japanese experienced greater
success in quality improvement than did American companies for the
following reason:
The courses (which Deming taught in American companies) were well
received by engineers, but management paid no attention to them.
Management did not understand that they had to get behind improvement of
quality and carry out their obligations from top down.

ln contrast, Japanese management became immersed in
the quality process. Though Deming's work has its base in

statistical analysis of processes, with accompanying tools such as
histograms and run charts to improve quality in product, his interest
in leadership's involvement is obvious (1968:248,249):
The aim of leadership should be to improve the performance of man and
machine, to improve quality, to increase output, and simultaneously, to
bring pride of workmanship to people...a leader must learn by calculation
wherever meaningful figures are at hand, or by judgment otherwise, who
if any of his people lie outside the system on one side or the other, and
hence are in need of individual help or deserve recognition in some
form...a leader must improve the system to make it possible, ofl a
continuing basis, for everybody to do a better job with greater
satisfaction...A third responsibility is to accomplish ever greater and
greater consistency of performance within the system, so that apparent
differences between people continually diminish.

Deming's Fourteen Points

to quality are quoted throughout

TQM/CIP literature and bear repeating. Following are Deming's

16

points as they appea r in his text Oualitv. Prod uctivity, and

Comoetitive P osition

( 1 e82):

.

Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of product
and service, with a plan to become cornpetitive and to stay in
business. Decide who top management is responsible to.
?. Adopt the new philosophy. We are in a new economic age. We
can no longer live commonly accepted levels of delays,
mistakes, defective materials, and defective workmanship.
3. Cease dependence on mass inspection. Require, instead,
statistical evidence that quality is built in, to eliminate need
for inspection on a mass basis. Purchasers have a new job and
must learn it.
4. End the practice of awarding business on the basis of price tag.
lnstead, depend on meaningful measures of quality, along with
price. Eliminate suppliers that cannot qualify with statistical
evidence of quality.
5. Find problems. lt is management's job to work continually on
the system (design, incoming materials, composition of
material, maintenance, improvement of machine, training,
supervision, retraining).
5. lnstitute modern methods of training on the
production workers.
B. Drive out fear, so that everyone may work more effectively for
the company.
9. Break down barriers between departments. People in
research, design, sales, and production must work as a team to
foresee problems
I 0. Eliminate numerical goals, posters, and slogans for the work
force, asking for new levels of productivity without methods.
1I
Eliminate work standards that prescribe numerical quotas.
12. Remove barriers that stand between the hourly workers and
the right to pride of workmanship.
13. lnstitute a vigorous program of education and retraining.
1 4. Create a structure in top management that will push everyday
on the above thirteen points.
1

.

The above points are directed at manufacturers, but Deming
believed that they apply to any organization, manufacturing or
service. The specific wording of his points often changes, depending
on the specific type of organization utilizing them. ln Ott of the
Crisis (1986:23), he again puts forth his Fourteen Points. However,
the language differs in some respects, adapting to other than
manufacturing.
17

Of panticular interest in regard to this study are Deming's
suggestions that management by objectives be eliminated and
replaced by "leadership," that all employees need not only to be
trained but also to be helped to improve themselves, and that
everyone in the organization should be put to work in transforming

the company.
Two other major leaders in the quality movement are Joseph M.
Juran and Philip B. Crosby. While Deming's plan is based on his
Fourteen Points, Juran's is based on a "breakthrough" in attitudes

starting with top management and extending throughout the
organization (Lowe and Mazzeo 1986; Juran 1964:19-42). Crosby
proposes a 1 4-step plan plus four "absolutes"--definition of
quality, system, performance standards, and measurement
(1979:1 1 1-1 19).

As cited in Lowe and Mazzeo (1986:24), Crosby says
management "must understand that quality is a definable,
manageable, measureable function requiring constant attentiol'r."
Lowe and Mazzeo quote Crosby's definition of quality as
"conformance

to requirement," Juran's as "fitness for use,"

and

Deming's as "predictable degree of uniformity and dependability, at
Iow cost and suited to the market."

Quality improvement programs are no longer simply statistical
control of production in manufacturing but have evolved to include a

total organizational involvement in quality in all departments as a
continuous process involving long term planning. Crosby ( 1 988:74)
maintains, "the attention of the function will be on prevention

rather than appraisal, and the scope will be broadened to include all
systems of the organization." He asserts that organizations must
18

analyze processes and systems continually

to

maintain quality and

to communicate changes and needs throughout the organization,
because what is changed in one area will ultimately affect what
happens elsewhere. Crosby's

(1979, 19s8) method begins with

a

top-down orientation for change--top management commitment
first, then formation of core teams consisting of representatives
from rnanagement and employee departments, Deming's (1982,

986) is also a topdown implemented prograrn, with rnanagement
commitment coming first, then spreading throughout the
organization. Juran's (1988, 1964) method is bottom-up, beginning
with production and quality control and moving up into the
organizational structure.
1

Zqro Defect,s and Custofner ,Fervice. Though at the outset
TQM's emphasis was zero defects in manufacturing a product

destined for an external customer (making the product as
statistically close to perfect as possible and avoiding waste),
Deming, Juran, and Crosby each discuss the need

to see co-workers

as customers, as well.
Customer service has been integrated into TQM as part of

a

Continuous Process, which calls for constantly assessing where a
company's product or service stands with a customer, what plans

and problem solving strategies can be initiated to improve service,
and how plans can hest be implemented.
Albrecht (1990) discusses the need for American business of
all types to rethink their methods of operating to incorporate a
constant concern for quality by making customer needs the first
priority and planning everything to meet those needsn short and long
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term.

He maintains that the TQM models many American companies

employed have not always transferred well

to service organizations,

because they are predicated on a manufacturing standards-based

concept instead of on a service-management based concept. He
advocates, instead, what he terms a "culture-based approach" (47).
Culture-based approaches are those that focus on the social context of the
workplace with the hope of establishing an ethic of commitment and
enthusiasm for service quality that will lead to autonomous efforts on the
part of workers to improve and maintain the quality of service on their
own, especially in areas for which the service process is so varied that it
does not lend itself easily to rational performance standards.

Albrecht(1990:aB) sets forth five "methodology menus" for
the process he advocates, under the title Total Quality Service
(TQS), ?s follows:
1. Market and customer research
2. Assessment, measurement,

and feedback

3. Strategy formulation
4. Education, training, and cornmunication
5. Process improvement

that the sequence for using these methods depends on
"...the situation that exists in the organization, the market and
competitive situation, and the leadership style and attitudes of
He says

senior management" (48).

TQM/CIP and Teams
Crosby's quality program emphasizes the Iink between leader

and follower--being aware of the needs of both and alternating roles
so that a person may sometimes be a leader and sometimes a
follower (1 979:13?, 1 33).
Similarly, Kelley (1988:144) suggests that effective followers
see leaders as equals and emphasizes the importance of followers

taking on responsibility and decision making. He, too, says that
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a

manager is also a follower and that subordinates are not necessarily

passive. He advocates managers and subordinates working as a team.
Self-managed followers give their organization significant cost advantages
because they eliminate much of the need for elaborate supervisory control
systems that, in any case, often lower morale.

Self-Directed Teams (SDTs) are very often a part of the
quality and continuous improvement process. Leadership

methods/styles within and around such teams is an important
consideration. Often, these teams are cross-functional, drawing
members from a number of departments into one team for a

particular task.
A self-directed team, os defined by Wellins and George
(1991:?7), is "...a small group of employees responsible for an entire
work process or segment...members work together to improve their
operation or product, plan and control their work, and handle day-today problems. They often become involved in company-wide
issues.

..

"

How Orqanizations Di ffer with SDT . Wellins and George
suggest that organizations incorporating SDTs differ from other

firms in the following ways:
They're usually leaner with fewer Iayers of managers and supervisors.
The leader is more coach than planner and controller.

The reward systems tend

to be skill- or team-based, rather

than

seniority-based.
lnformation--such as productivity data, quality data, sales figures,
profit margins--is shared readily with all employee.

and

Employees are expected to learn all the jobs and tasks required of the
team, not just a single job or task.
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Wellins and George cite Manz and Sims (1991) in suggesting

that the role a leader plays in an organization with SDTs is to teach
teams to lead themselves. Leaders inside the teams may be
permanent or rotated and are often members of the teaffis, not

management. Leaders outside the teams act as group leaders,
facilitators, or coaches. The number of management titles is often
diminished in organizations which adopt SDTs.
Berry

) suggests, as an outcome of a three-year study of
15 self-directed teams (1 1 in manufacturing and 4 in education),
that leadership styles/methods within the organization as a whole
and within the teams themselves are very important. He suggests
that current models of Ieadership do not adequately address the
needs of SDTs and proposes a distributed leadership model. ln this
model , "...leadership is a collection of roles and behaviors that can
be split apart, shared, rotated, and used sequentially or
concomitantly...multiple leaders can exist in a team, with each
leader assuming a complementary leadership role" (Berry 1991:34).
( 1 99 1

Teams need envisioning leadership, spanning leadership,
organizing leadership, and social leadership

(46). A team can

become "chaotic because of differing leadership styles, degrees of
training, and length of time in a group. ln addition, what
management outside the group does

to facilitate group success is

important.
Team members should be carefully picked with an eye toward the varying
leadership skills required. The team must also be given time to develop a
vlable system of distributed leadership. Management external to the
group should encourage the use of multiple leaders and avoid jumping in
and co-opting the team's leadership process.

Manz, Keating, and Donnellon (1990) focus on the difficulties
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management has in the transition

to utilizing

SDTs as observed in a

study of the management design team of a supplies distribution
company. The authors conclude that the transition is problematic
for two reasons (25).
First, managers often perceive a threat of loss of power, influence and,
ultimately, importance as they realize that their subordinates are to
become, to a large degree, their own managers. Second, managers
recognize that their repertoire of management skills, often developed
from layers of experience and struggle, will become at least in part
obsolete. Consequently, they will be expected to learn a whole new set of
managerial skills that they are not ceftain they can successfully master
and apply.

Managers need

to learn the role of facilitator to help the SDTs

become successful, the authors contend. ln addition, they need to

learn new methods of "behavior and conversation" in that new role,
Self-directed teams are not necessarily formally structured,
however, as Shipper and Manz (1992) found at W. L. Gore and

Associates. This organization incorporated individual self-direction
with employees forming themselves into teams as needed to handle
any specific situation which might need team application. This
approach to empowerment includes lattice organizational structure,

no fixed authorities (three titled managers in an organization of
over 5000 employees)n and sponsors to aid new members and to
negotiate promotions and raises.
TQM/CIP and Education
The movement to Total Quality Management/Continuous
lmprovement Process has touched not only business, industry and
service organizations, but education as well (Gaynor 1988, Griffiths,

et. al 1988, Jacobson and Conway 1990, Koberg 1988). Many school
systems, especially in the K-l2 segment of public education, have
become involved in site-based management or restructuring
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(Harrison 1989, Schmidt 1990, Bonstingl 1991, Melvin 1991) and
much has been written on participative decision-making in
education, as reviewed by Conway (1984).
Site-

Team Manaqement.

ln the site-based management

and restructuring concepts, the principal has less contro! from the
district's administrative office than is usually the case with

traditional management. ln addition, faculty provide more input into
decision making, and the team approach is established for
curriculum development and implementation and for general problem

solving. The system may also include team learning concepts with
students and instructors forming teams for specific subject areas.
The processes also include continuous improvement components.
Glasse r( The Ou alitv School: Manaqinq Students Without
Coercion 1990 ) applies his "control theory" to education. He
suggests moving away from what he terms coercive "boss
management" to a more supportive, guiding "leadership
management," ln his mode! of quality education, the dean would be
seen as mid-manager, the teacher as first-line manager, and the

student as production worker. Glasser supports a cooperative,
collaborative atmosphere.
Bafriers to TQM in Educatiorl= Though the movement to quality
in education, including improving administration and management in
education, has been constantly on the lips of American educators and
the public alike, implementation of TQM models in the educational

system has struck barriers, especially at the post-high school level.
ln part, those barriers come from resistance on the part of academia

to

concepts whose origin was in manufacturing, but other barriers
exist as well. Robert S. Winter (1991:58) suggests that tradition
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and culture within a college or university will have a large impact
on whether TQM can be effectively implemenred:
Perhaps the rmst significant barrier to TQM in colleges and universities
is that these organizations view themselves as participatory. Since they
are structured both in a hierarchical and matrix form, they assume that
faculty input is present and effective. Local governance structures such
as faculty, staff, and student senates; institutional college, and
departmental committees and task forces provide a panorama of inputs
that appears to be participatory. Even more significant, administrators
believe that their operating style encourages participation.

\A/inter (Facultv and

naqement: Roles. I

, and Power

990) cites a study by the National Center for Research. The study
assesses views of faculty and management regarding impact and
power of each group. Results showed that management and faculty
1

have significantly diverse views on roles, impact, and power.
Faculty perceived thernselves to be much less powerful in important

to be. Winter warns that
higher education must be careful not to confuse decentralization
with participatory process, Another barrier, according to Winter, is
the effect of the failure of college presidents to show support for
participation, Subordinates will not be loyal to a philosophy which
decisions than administration felt them

is not overtly embraced from the top.
Faculty members are basically individualistic and tend to limit their
to their programs and academic units.
Administrative staff attitudes resemble those found in the private sector.
Their sense of loyalty to the institution is limited by their perception of a
lack of loyalty from the top (Winter l gg0:Sg).

loyalty and commitment

He also asserts that colleges and universities "have no clear
understanding of who the custorners, either internal or external,

are."

Concern with image, audit reports, and resources limits

management's ability

to focus on customers.

Concern with

committees, teaching load, and research pull faculty attention frorn
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their students as primary customers.
Education lmplem entinq TQM.

Some colleges and universities

to implement TQM. Leffel, Bt. Hl, ( Assessing the
Culture at Virqinia Tech 1991 :64) writes that higher

are attempting
Leadershi o

education must take a closer look at the changing environment in

it

exists and the leadership needed to keep pace with those
changes. Leadership, must be the catalyst of any change process,

which

and leadership toward TQM must include actions that:
Define where we are and what we look like
Define where we are going and how we will move along the road of
continual improvement and disseminate this vision broadly

Project and demonstrate by example university values that emphasize

quality
lnspire, motivate, and value all personnel in orchestrating concerted
action along the road to TQM
Remove organizational barriers between institutional units and levels of
the hierarchy that impede cross-functional teams

Incorporate learning, problem solving, and risk taking as strong elements

of an institutional culture that seeks

TQM

Virginia Tech completed an organizational development
analysis with
Gardner's

its framework for leadership values adapted from

( 1 990)

nine tasks of leadership. The college defined its

culture, values, development needs, strengths and weaknesses of
current management practices, and perceptions of successful

leadership. Using focus groups, surveys, and personal interviews
over a ten-month period, the college gathered data and formulated
four recommendations based upon the results:
Each manager must commit to his or her own leadership development and
setting in motion the change process...The value of leadership must be
demonstrated from top to bottom...Every manager must have the
opportunity to be exposed to and learn from the success...The university
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must provide formal professional development opportunities (71).

Community colleges and technical colleges have also become
involved in TQM. Delaware County Community College, for example,
adopted TQM in 1 986 in order

to "conserve

resources, improve

effectiveness, capture the quality niche, and increase participation
in decision making" (De Cosmo, €t. al. 1 991 ). DeCosmo reports, five
years after initiation of the implementation process, that bringing
TQM into a college environment is

not

easy:

"Fundamental differences between education and business"

accounted for the difficulties (21). Problem areas listed included
n'...the press of daily work inhibited
implementation at first,..Some

of the initial projects were too complex for a short-term
project...Though some expressed values held in higher education are
compatible with TQM philosophy, few colleges have practiced those
values in day-to-day operations...Colleges are notoriously poor in
providing staff development. "
Delaware County Community College (DCCC) also began its

transition to TQM with a self-study. ln this case, the study linked to
TQM was an outgrowth of a self-study for reaccreditation. Although
studied its internal processes and systems and a stable
problem solving format, it did not focus on assessing leadership

DCCC

within the institution nor on currently held perceptions of
leadership methods.
However, the need

to

address leadership methods in a college

setting is emphasized by Edith A. Freligh (New Directions for
Communi
Colleqes 1976). Freligh points out that faculty and
students tend to rebel when administrators avoid participative
decision making. She advocates interdisciplinary groupings to avoid
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barriers between departments. "leadership of faculty groups at the

instructional level is crucial to the success of both shared authority
and institutional mission" (63). she sees the two major barriers to

participative decision-making at the community college level as
"...indifference of the chief administrator to faculty opinions and
perceptions..." and"...the rise of that collective bargaining which is
sponsored by or styled after industrial models." Of the latter,

Freligh maintains that the industrial model limits faculty-

administration collaboration.
A study of leadership styles/rnethods of community college
presidents in West Virginia and Virginia compared presidents' styles
with job satisfaction of faculty members. Jane Gallimore Mckee
(1991) reports that results of this study indicate highest job
satisfaction for teachers (60 percent) whose administrator's style
was high relationship/low task (33). Mckee concludes that
"...perceptions of leadership styles in community colleges may
influence faculty job satisfaction" (36). ln addition, she suggests
that such perceptions have a link to success in educational
institutions where shared governance and shared decision-making
are utilized.

Ihe Fox Valley

Model

The number of educational institutions across the country
interested in TQM/CIP is growing, spawning TQM educational
networks (such as the American Association of School
Administrators TQ Network, Community College Continuous Quality
lmprovement Network/American Association of Colleges and Junior
Colleges, and National Education Quality lnitiative). ln addition,
some colleges have instituted "quality academies"
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to help train

other institutions in TQM/CIP (Hillman 1986, Spanbauer and Tyler
1990, Spanbauer 1992). One of these is Fox Valley Technical College

It is the FVTC quality approach model
upon which the Continuous lmprovement Process effort at WITC-New
(FVTC), Appleton, Wisconsin.

Richmond is based.
FVTC began

its quality initiative in 1985 based on four

components: ",..education and training; process, product and service
improvement; measurement; and management accountability for
quality" (Stratton 1 991 , Hillman 1 986). The Fox Valley model began
with the work of Crosby and added components of models by Deming,
Juran, Conrad, and Albrecht (spanbauer 1992:1):
lmplementing TQM...requires educators to learn the language and concepts
of quality and productivity from the business sector, as well as specific
human resource skills, including problem-solving techniques, team-

building concepts, and conflict-resolution and consensus building skills.
Administrators need to develop new leadership strategies to operate
colleges with self-managing teams of faculty and staff through
enablement, empowerment, shared decision making, and improved
communication.

Spanbauer advocates flattening the organizational structure to

implement TQM and training management to coach staff and faculty

to carry out duties traditionally performed by management.
As has been true with many organizations implementing TQM,
FVTC undertook a cultural study of the college. The study was based
on the Survev of Orqanizations (Rensis Likert Associates, lnc.) and
measured changes in the organizational climate over a six-year
period. The survey (Orqanizationa CI m ate at Fox Vallev Technical

College 1 990) provided data over ?8 categories, including
communication flow, peer support, goal integration, and

satisfaction. Survey results were thought to be positive, in general,
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ln reference to leadership, the survey assessed satisfaction
with supervisory leadership in seven categories--support, team
building, goal emphasis, work facilitation, encouragement and
participation, competence, involvement, and administrative scope.
Results showed e general increase of satisfaction over the period
covered.

Application

of Literature Review

Literature on organizational structure leading to participatory
management and TQMICIP points to the need for flattened
organizational structures and leadership which includes a variety of

methods and styles not usually dominant within the traditional
hierarchical structures.
Studies demonstrating the need for participatory management

in education and culture/climate surveys in both business/industry
and educationn such as those discussed above, provide helpful

information on the workings of internal processes and functions and
on employee satisfaction level. They are an important part of
implementing a change process. According to Schein (1985:51),
when speaking of culture and change, *'...the environrnent..determines

the possibilities, options, and constraints for a group...once culture
is present in the sense of shared assumptions, those
assumptions...influence what will be perceived and defined as

culture." A change from traditional hierarchical structure to a
flattened structure with information-based participative decisionmaking and self-directed work teams evident in TQM/CIP does

benefit from such cultural analysis. The analysis of leadership
satisfaction over time is also important.
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However, none of these studies incorporates information at the

outset on management's and faculty's opinions of leadership
methods and styles in general. They instead, survey satisfaction
Ievels of current management practices and perceptions of
leadership already in place,
Need for Stud

v. t would seem logical that if an organization
I

is considering a change to TQM/CIP (a change to participative
decision making and understanding the needs of internal, as well as

external customers), that such an organization might benefit from
discovering what perceptions are held within the organization
regarding what constitutes leadership in general. Such information

in education might provide clues to whether faculty and rnanagement
have similar or differing ideas about what leadership itself means.
Such clues might prove helpful in planning for change.

At WITC, a climate and culture survey similar to that done at
soon. Since the survey discussed does not
include a section to assess where the faculty and management stand
regarding their opinions on leadership in genera!, this thesis study
FVTC may be undertaken

conducts such a survey.

Summary
The study of leadership has Ied

to a variety of theories

regarding what constitutes a leader. Some of the general factors

involved in determining a leader's methods/style include timing,
environment/situation (including organizational structure,
resources, and attitud€s), behavior, personality/traits, and technical

expertise/skills. The question whether management and leadership
are interchangeable terms remains unresolved, though the trend in
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thinking ls that the styles and methods employed in an organization
involved in participative management and TQM/CIP are those
generally associated with transformational leadership (Burns),
"true leadership" (Hagberg), or the n'leader-manager" (Gardner)
discussed in Chapter Two of this study, plus those styles/methods
discussed above in Chapter Three. The term management has evolved

to

mean the able performance of tasks or functions.

The trend in business and industry in recent years has been

movement away from hierarchically structured organizations, with
top-down decision making and short-term goals, to a more flattened
organizational structure with fewer levels of formal authority and
Iong*term goals. Evolving with this transition has been the trend to
participative decision making plus quality and customer first
philosophy. This trend has led to such models as Total Quality
Management and Continuous lmprovement Process in business,
industry, service, and education and usually incorporates core team
leadership and work teams, often self-directed.

As part of planning for change to TQM/CIP, organizations often
carry out a climate/culture survey, part of which often assesses
satisfaction with leadership methods used in a particular
organization over a period of time. Such surveys, however, typically
do not survey general opinions of leadership methods/style
themselves. This thesis study conducts such a survey. Discussion of
that survey follows in Chapter Four, Methodology.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY

Participants
Participants in this study were employees of the Wisconsin
lndianhead Technical College (WITC) in northwestern Wisconsin. All

four campuses of the technical college district were surveyed
(Ashland, New Richmond, Rice Lake, and Superior) plus the

administrative office at Shell Lake. Those surveyed included all full
time faculty (except for this researcher) and management,
supervisory, and administrative staff (?1 4 employees). A 71 .9

percent response was received, with 1 54 recipients returning
completed surveys. Of the respondents, 94 were male and 58 were
female (two respondents failed to indicate gender). Sixty
respondents were management and 94 were faculty.
Responses by region were as

follows: Ashland managernent, 4
of I for 50 percent; Ashland faculty, 1 3 of 1 I for 7? percent; New
Richmond management, 1 3 of 1 3 for 100 percent; New Richmond
faculty, 31 of 33 for 94 percent; Rice Lake management, 1 0 of 1 5 for
67 percent; Rice Lake faculty, ?7 of 45 for 60 percent; Superior
management, I of 1 1 for 82 percent; Superior faculty, ?3 of 38 for
61 percent; and Shell Lake management, 74 of 34 for 71 percent.
Procedures
All full time faculty and management of the WITC district
were mailed a survey and cover letter requesting their help in a
study of leadership opinions and offering a summary of survey
results. (See Appendix A.) Surveys were coded in the upper left
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corner of the first F?ge, so that the researcher would know which
survey recipients would need a second mailing (the cover letter
indicated that the code was included and explained its purpose to
avoid any problems with survey ethics). The surueys were mailed to
the participants' home addresses to avoid being lost in the
paperwork such employees receive in their work mailboxes. The

date of the first mailing was noted in a log, and a second mailing
was made four weeks later to elicit response from those who had
not yet replied.

Literature Review Methodology
To gain background on leadership methods and styles and on
TQid/ClP in business, industry, and education and to ascertain what
had already been done by others regarding researching opinions on
leadership, this researcher proceeded as follows: a search of the
usual indexes was undertaken, related books and articles were read,
and a search for further studies was undertaken through ERIC. At

this point, this researcher enlisted the help of Augsburg College
research librarians. The research librarians carried out two
separate searches seeking studies in TQM/CIP, studies on
participative management in education, and studies on leadership

styles and leadership opinion relation to education and to faculty
and management (especially in post-high school institutions).
Results of the searches showed that little had been done as far as

of interest for this study.
Survey lnstrument Design
It was discovered in reviewing a variety of standard

research into the specific areas

leadership surveys and in conducting a computer search (with the

assistance of Augsburg College research librarians) for an
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instrument that would

fit the needs of this study, that no such

instrument was available. This writer was obliged, therefore, to
design the instrument used in this study. The resultant survey

-item questionnaire on leadership
methods/styles. lts design consisted of three sections.
_Demographics. The first section em ployed five questions with
checklist items to gather demographics on employment position,
carnpus location, gender, length of employment, and years of
education. Certain demographic items (such as department) were
omitted, since the district and departments are small, and
participants could be easily identified if such information were
instrument was a
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gathered.

Semantic Di fferentiate d. The second section consisted of 24
statements about leadership styles and methods. The statements
were designed using a 7-point semantic differentiation scale,
prompting participants to indicate degree of agreement with two
extremes of choices placed at opposite ends of the scale. This
method was adap ted from Babbie's Survev R
Methods
(1990:289) in consultation with Augsburg's Thesis Research Seminar
professor. The semantic differential approach was chosen over a
Likert scale approach to provide a more challenging and more
interesting format for the respondents, so that the possibility of
their completing the survey might increase.
Items for this section were developed to represent four broad
categories of leadership methods/styles--power, behavior,

situation, and trait/skill. This means of categorizing was based on
a summary of leadership methods and research by Gary Yukl (State
University of New York at Albany) in "Managerial Leadership: A
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Review of Theory and Research" ( Journal of Mana

ent

1

5:2, 1989,

251-289). Though these categories are interdependent and can
overlap, they comprise the generally used means of identifying
methodology/style in research and theory.
Six questionnaire items each were developed for

methods/styles falling within each of the four categories. Some
items were based on Gardner's (1990:3,4) leader-manager
descriptions, which parallel qualities and styles suggested by the
literature for leadership in an organization based on TQM/CIP. Items
were also included based on Kotter's (1990:6) distinctions between
management and leadership, plus items reflecting literature in such
areas as transaction and transformation, coercion, and charisma as
discussed earlier in this paper. These items, placed into categories
based on the Yukl research review, reflect the following:
Power--reflects such factors as position power, internal/external
power, expeftise as power, resources as power, credibility and power
Behavior--reflects such factors as planning, degree of participation,
explaining/coaching, prioritizing, setting deadlines,
rewarding/punishing, risk taking
Situation--reflects such factors as work environment, nature of the task,
affect of subordinate attitudes, expectations of peers and superiors

its/ S kil ls--reflects such factors as confidence, persuasiveness,
empathy, maturity, energy, analytic ability, ethical considerations

Tra

Questions for each category were distributed throughout this
24-item portion of the survey and keyed for later analysis to

indicate which numbered item fell into which main category. To
randomize placement of items, printed items were place in a hat and
were drawn one by one, each numbered sequentially as drawn.
Allowing for the possibility of some overlap, the categories into

which the survey questions fall are as follows (see Appendix A for
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complete survey): Power: items number 9, 1 3, 1 6, ?O, 7? and ?4;

Behavior: items numbet 7, 17, 18, 21 ,23, and 29; Situation: items
number 10, 11, 14, 19, 26, and 28. Traits/Skills: items number 6, 8,
1?., 15, 25, and

27. ltems were also worded to avoid the supposition

that a "positiven' answer would fall on the left end of the scale and a
"negative" on the right.
Open-e nded. F or the final section of the survey (open-ended
items), two two-part open-ended items were developed to gather
opinions regarding leadership in TQM/CIP, since WITC is considering
implementing such a program throughout the district. Respondents
were first directed to check Yes or No indicating whether they were
familiar with the terms Total Quality Management and Continuous
lmprovement Process. Those who checked Yes were directed to

to them. Next, they were directed
to react to the possibility of implementing TQM/CIP at WITC.
explain what these terms meant

Finally, respondents were invited

to provide any additional

comments they wished.

Testing the Survey
The survey was tested by two groups before it was mailed to
participants in this study. Test participants included students in

one class of Supervisory Management/Psychology of Human Relations
at the WITC-New Richmond campus plus the 1992 Thesis Research
Seminar class at a thesis study group meeting in the summer of that
year.
Results from the management class indicated

that an example

and explanation of procedures needed

to be incorporated for easier
completion of the semantic differential portion of the survey.
Students indicated no other difficulty with the questions. Average
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time to complete the survey was ten minutes, with two of the 18
students needing 20 minutes.
An explanation of procedures and an example were
incorporated into the survey before the thesis study group tested it.
The group had no problem understanding either. They did, however,

suggest revisions in wording of a number of the items in the
semantic differential section in order to avoid double negatives and
ambiguity. Those corrections were made.
The revised survey was then submitted to the Thesis Research
Seminar instructor, the thesis advisor, and the official "outside"

(not connected with the college) reader for comments.

Organizing Data
As surveys were returned, they were logged according to
number of returns to determine the need for an additional mailing.

At the end of four weeks, 50 percent of the surveys had been
returned completed. A second mailing was sent in an attempt to
increase responses. After the second mailing, which increased the
response by 21 .9 percent, raw data on demographics was analyzed.

Next, raw data on semantic differentiated item responses was
gathered for all respondents and categorized as districtwide faculty

or management scores and as faculty and management scores for
each region. Since respondent numbers from Ashland and Superior
were not large enough to allow meaningful statistical analysis by
region for all campuses, statistical analysis was carried out
comparing bnly districtwide responses per category for faculty and
management.

With the help of Augsburg College sociology professor, Diane
Pike, individual item data were placed by computer into the four
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designated categories (power, situation, behavior, and trait/skill)

for statistical analysis. Each item was recoded to allow for easier
analysis comparing answers falling on one side of the scale (1, ?,3)
with those falling on the other (5, 6, 7) with 4 as midpoint. This
action first required reversing scales on some items so that all
followed the same direction before analysis. Since the scale used
required a non-parametric test, the Chi-Square was selected as the
tool for analysis. Chi-Square analysis was carried out on the data
within each of the four categories for comparison of management
and faculty responses. The standard for statistical significance of
response differences between the two groups per category was set
atP=<.05.
For the Open-Ended ltems section of the survey, a table of
check off item responses was composed (see Appendix B, Table 1).
Then, a composite listing of responses to the open-ended items was
established for each region (see Appendix A, pages 82-111).
Responses were reviewed, similar responses were grouped, and

commonalities and emerging themes were

listed.

Finally,

interpretation of the data was carried out.

Summary
A two-part literature review on leadershlp and management
and on the evolution of TQM/CIP both in business and industry and in
education was completed for this study. Two computer searches
showed little had been done on leadership study related to the

specific topic of this paper, A semantic differentiated and openended response survey was developed to gather study data from
WITC management and

faculty. Semantic differentiated items were

based on four main research categories in leadership
eo

methods/styles. Chi-Square analysis of these categories was done
on data collected for these items. Emerging themes were
determined from the open-ended response items.
The next chapter of this study, Chapter Five--Presentation and
Discussion of Data, reviews the results of the survey and relates
them to the literature review,
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CHAPTER FIVE
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION
OF DATA
This chapter of the study presents and discusses data gathered

from 1 54 respondents to the semantic differentiated and open-ended
items on the leadership opinion survey. Results of statistical
analysis of districtwide faculty and management responses to the
the semantic differentiated items is presented and interpreted.
(The number of surveys returned in some regions was not enough to
provide meaningful statistical analysis to compare responses among
regions.) ln addition, data gathered from open-ended survey items is
presented and discussed. A formal presentation of demographic data
is not presented in this chapter, since such data was not pertinent
to the purpose of the study. (A summary of demographic data may be
found in Appendix B, TablE 7, page 1 1 4.)
The discussion in this chapter focuses on the opinions held by
faculty and management of WITC regarding TQM/CIP as suggested by
the survey and in relation to the literature review in the second and
third chapters of this study. The four major areas of leadership
research (Yukl 1989) used as item categories for this study--power,
behavior, situation, trait/skill-- serve as the framework for this
discussion.
Sections within this chapter include: Semantic Differentiated
Items, Open-Ended ltems, and Summary.
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Semantic Differentiated ltems
Semantic differentiated items were analyzed per category of

responses. Each category of items (Power, Behavior, Situation, and
Trait/Skill) included faculty and management responses for six
survey items. Chi-Square analysis was used

to determine

statistical significance of response differences between faculty and
management for each category with the standard for signlficance at
difference in responses between the two groups.

Power. According to Yukl (251-289), research into leadership
methods and styles in the "power" category focuses on position
power, internal or external power, expertise as power, resources as
power, and credibility as power. Survey items number 9, 13, 16, 20,
?2, and ?4 are included in this category. Chi-Square analysis of
responses within this category yields a significance statistic of
.1378, indicating no statistical significance in responses between
faculty and management.

It is important for purposes of this study to note (for all four
categories) not only whether opinions are statistically similar or
different but also where they lie in relation to the choices at
opposite ends of the seven-point scale for each survey item.
Figurel -Figure 6, which follow, represent graphically the

districtwide management and faculty responses in the Power
category. Each bar reflects the percent of respondents selecting

a

specific number along the seven-point scale. Accompanying each
chart are the text and scale of the survey item represented in order

to

make discussion more meaningful.
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According to the above charts, both faculty and management
percentages lean away from the need to have a formal title of

authority to be effective, toward the need to have expertise in the
technical discipline of the area to be led, toward the need to
demonstrate control, toward avoidance of trading favors for power,
and somewhat toward the perception that power is given by the
people led (with 34.9 percent of management and 29.3 percent of

faculty responses at midpoint, while 49 percent of management
46.6 percent of faculty responses fell to the right of midpoint).

and

Figure 1, a comparison of percentages for ltem 9, indicates both
groups lean toward an organization without multiple levels of

authority. Management's percentage in that direction is somewhat
higher than that of fuculty, with 65.6 percent of responses to the
right of midpoint compared to 53.8 percent of faculty responses to
the right of midpoint.
As noted in the literature review section of this paper, how
power is perceived and distributed in an organization can have an
impact on the organization's or leader's effectiveness. Weber

(t 947), Kanter (1983), Hagberg (19S4), and others discussed the
importance of other than "legitimate" or titled leaders. Burns
(1978) and Gardner (1990) assert the need to consider that power
comes from the people led, the followers. Kanter, Deming ( 1 981 ),
Juran (1964), Crosby (1988), Spanbauer (1ggz) and orhers point

toward the need for reducing Iayers of authority within
organizations, especially those moving toward participative
decision-making--including TQM/ClP,
The literature, in general, also suggests that effective
leadership in the participative management settings avoids the
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appearance

of control more than is so in hierarchical systems

(Conway 1 984; Glasser 1 990; Leffel 1 991 ; Berry 1 991 ; Manz,
Keating, and Donnellon 1990), giving over more of the control to

teams. This point is important considering that both faculty

and

management responses Iean somewhat more toward control in
leadership than away from

it, while the district is looking at the

possibility of implementing TQM/CIP--a leadership process which
lessens conventional supervisory control, distributing it among more
employees.

Percentages

of responses, as illustrated in Figure 4,

indicate

also that management and faculty may believe more that a leader

needs expertise in a discipline before leading in that area than not
having such expertise. The literature on this point is unclear,

to teams and self-directed teams often means
cross-functional training, so that anyone who becomes team leader
has some knowledge of the technical discipline involved (Wellins and
George 1991; Shipper and Manz 1992). While WITC districtwide
although a move

responses, as shown in Figure 3, tilt more away from transactional
power in leadership than toward it, the literature suggests that
transactional leadership is not

to be seen as negative, but as a tool

when used with transformational leadership (Burns; Cohen and
Bradford 1989).
This leadership category represents such factors as
planning, degree of participation, explaining/coaching, prioritizing,
Behavior.

setting deadlines, and rewarding or punishing. Survey items number
7, 17, 18, ?1 , ?3, and ?9 are included in this category. Chi-square
analysis of responses in this category yields a significance statistic
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of .3779, indicating no significant difference between faculty

and

management responses.

A review of response percentages in the Behavior category for
both groups is presented graphically in Figure 7- Figure 1Z below.
As before, each graph is accompanied by the text and scale of the
survey item represented.
Survey item 7 (Figure 7) asks respondents

to indicate

degree

of agreement between a leader making or delegating all decisions.
The chart shows 54,2 percent of management respondents at
midpoint and 27.? percent to the right of midpoint on this item,
toward delegation. Faculty percentages show 37,? percent at
midpoint and 44.7 percent to the right of midpoint.
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Both management and faculty percentages lean heavily toward
reward over punishment in achieving goals (Figure 8). This chart
shows 88.2 percent of management responses falling on that side of

the midpoint, with 44,1 percent of the responses at the far right.
Ninety-one and five-tenths percent of faculty responses fall on that
same side of the midpoint, with 4?,6 percent of these responses at
the far right.
Figure 9 shows both management and faculty percentages
leaning more toward taking than avoiding risks, with 70.1 percent of
management and 63.9 percent of faculty responses to the left of
midpoint in the risk-taking direction. lt is interesting to note that
41 .7 percent of management and 4?.6 percent of faculty responses
are just to the left of midpoint in that direction.
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Both management and faculty response percentages lean

strongly toward the need for a leader to have management training,
with 78.4 percent of management responses falling on that side of
midpoint on survey item ?1 (Figure 10), along with 74.2 percent of

faculty responses. The literature review suggested that experts
consider mangement training important for managers less important

for leaders, in general.
Survey item 73 (Figure

11

)

asked respondents

to indicate

degree of agreement with, n'A leader is a manager" and "A leader is

not a manager." Response percentages for both groups lean toward
the former, with 61.7 percent of management and 64.8 percent of
faculty responses falling to the left of midpoint on this item.
ln comparison, item ?9 (Figure 1?') asks degree of agreement with,
"A manager is a leader" and "A manager is not a !eader." on this
item, 30 percent of management and 31 .9 percent of faculty
responses are at midpoint. Percentages for both groups lean
somewhat to the Ieft ("A manager is a leader") with 41.6 percent of
management and 43J percent of faculty responses falling in that

direction. These findings are in keeping with Gardner and with
Kotter, who assert that leaders need to have good organization and
task skills as well as people management skills. They do make the
distinction, however, that a manager is not necessarily a leader, and
that e leader may enlist others to perform rnanagement types of
tas ks.

Situation. This leadershi p category reflects such factors
work environment, nature of the task, effect of subordinate
attitudes, and expectations of peers and supervisors. ln this
category, are survey items number 1 O,
52

11

, 14, 1 9, 26, and 28.

as

of responses in this category yields a
significance statistic of .1098. Since this number is higher than
Chi-Square analysis

no statistically significant difference between management and
faculty responses in this category is shown. A review of group
response percentages for each survey item follows. Figure 1 3-

I

illustrate these percentages.
Item 10 (Figure 1 3) questions whether a leader is more likely
to be effective regardless of the expectations of others or whether
Figure

1

that effectiveness is dependent on the expectations of others.
Management and faculty response percentages are similar on this

item with 63.8 percent of management and 67.4 percent of faculty
responses to the right of midpoint toward leadership effectiveness
being dependent on the expectations of others. Percentages on this

survey item are in keeping with literature on effective leadership.
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1 (Figure 14) , 47.4 percent of management and 46.8
percent of faculty responses are at midpoint. Management responses
to the left of midpoint (toward considering the needs of employees
On item

1

before those of the organization) reached ?7 percent and to the right
of midpoint (toward considering the needs of the organization before

those of the employees) 35.6 percent. Faculty responses were
almost evenly split on opposite sides of the midpoint, with ?7 .7
percent to the left and 25.6 percent to the right.

Item 14 (Figure 15) questions the degree to which follower
attributes affect leader effectiveness. Sixty-six and one-tenth
percent of rnanagement responses on this item fall to the right of
midpoint toward a leader's effectiveness depending on the
attributes of those to he led. Faculty responses reach 6?.4 percent
beyond midpoint in that same direction,
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Both groups again incline toward the same direction on item
1 I (Figure 1 6). Faculty percentages, with 70.9 percent of the
responses falling to the right of midpoint compared to 56.7 percent

for management, lean somewhat more heavily toward leadership
effectiveness being dependent on the specific situation.
Similarly, both groups tilt in the direction of a leader's
effectiveness being dependent on specific tasks, with 60 percent of

to that side of midpoint compared to 75.6
percent of faculty responses for item 26 (Figure 17).
Item 28 (Figure 1 8) questions whether a leader's effectiveness
management responses

is dependent on immediately available resources. Again, response
percentages for both groups lean in the same direction, toward a
leader's effectiveness not being dependent on immediate availability
of resources, with management percentages somewhat stronger in
that direction. Sixty-three and three-tenths percent of management
and 55.3 percent of faculty responses fall on that side of the
midpoint for this item.
The literature addresses factors from the Situation category
as follows: Burns states that a transformational leader will engage
followers to reach goals set by the leader and followers together.
The followers help find ways to complete whatever task arises.
Kotter suggests that the manager will plan, check into policies
enabling cornpletion of tasks, and organize problem solving
processes to complete tasks. The leader, on the other hand, will
establish direction, align people, motivate followers, and produce
change in order

to

accomplish tasks and goals. While managers may

have difficulty with completing certain tasks, leaders or
leader-managers will generally be more successful because of their
57

ability to mobilize and motivate the people to the task. ln

TQM

lClP

literature, the team leader or the team itself is charged with
accomplishing the task--again through the people involved (Deming;
Juran; Crosby; Spanbauer; Berry; Manz, Keating, and Donnellon; and

Albrecht).
These experts suggest that the leader and followers are bound

together to achieve mutual goals. lf the followers' expectations for
reaching the goals are not those held by the leader, the leader may
not be as successful at achieving those goals, TQM/CIP literature,
as noted above, speaks to the need for the team leader or the team

itself to gather input from the teams, including information to be
used in problem solving and process resolution. The expectations of
all involved are important to success, and the leader must stay
attuned to those expectations.
While follower attributes, individual needs, and available
resources must be taken into account, the true leader will work with
those they lead to find a mutually beneficial solution (Albrecht,
Deming, Juran, Crosby, Spanbauer, Hagberg, Kotter, Gardner, Burns).

Traits/Skills. The Traits/Skills category reflects

such

factors as confidence, persuasiveness, empathy, maturity, energy,
analytic ability, and ethical consideration. Survey items in this
category include items number 6, 8, 1?, 15, 25, and ?7, Chi-square
analysis in this category shows no significant difference between
management and faculty responses, with a significance statistic of
.2617 compared to the standard for this study of p = ( .05. Figure
19-Figure 74 graphically represent management and faculty
response percentages within this category.
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Both faculty and management response percentages for item
number 6 (Figure 1 9) lean strongly to the left of the scale toward
the need for leaders to communicate a vision and direction toward

that vision within an organization. While 94.9 percent of
management responses fall to the left of midpoint on this item,
45.8 percent are at the far left of the scele, Similarly, while 91.5
percent of fuculty response percentages fall to the left of midpoint,
44.7 percent are at the far left of the scale.
On item I (Figure 20), response percentages for both groups
lean more toward a leader using intuition in decision making (toward
the left of the scale), than toward avoiding intuition in decision
making. Management percentages are the stronger of the two groups
toward using intuition, with 57.6 percent of management responses
falling on that side of midpoint (37.3 percent fall one step to the
left of midpoint in that direction). Thirty-seven and seven*tenths
percent of faculty responses fall to the left of midpoint on this
item, while 34.4 percent of the responses are at midpoint,
Management response percentages show a somewhat heavier

lean toward the right, avoiding all decisions which compromise
personal integrity, than do faculty percentages on survey itern
number 17 (Figure

21).

While 69.5 percent of management responses

to the right of midpoint, 28,8 percent are at number 6 on the
scale and ?7.1 percent at number 7. Fifty-nine and two-tenths
percent of faculty responses fall on that side of the scale, with 2?.6
are

percent at number 6 and ?3.7 percent at number 7.

Both management and faculty response percentages are
stronger toward the need for a leader to have charisma to motivate
others. Management percentages total 61 percent on that side of the
62

midpoint, compared to 53 percent for faculty.
Item ?5 (Figure 23) again shows a strong leaning of both
groups in the same direction. Here, management responses total 95
percent to the right of midpoint, toward the need for a leader to
have the trust of others, with 40 percent at number 6 on the scale
and 48.3 percent at number

7, Eighty-eight

and four-tenths percent

of faculty responses fall on that side of midpoint, with 36.4 percent
at number 6 and 4?.6 percent at number 7 on the scale.
ln regard to a leader's need to be analytical in approaching
problem solving (Figure 74), both groups incline toward being
analytical, with 66.7 percent of management responses falling to

that side of the midpoint, along with 73.4 percent of faculty
responses.

Experts cited above have affirmed the importance of leaders
using both intuition and logic or analysis in problem solving. They
have pointed out, as well, that leaders should have and should
communicate a vision and direction for the organization

led. This

point of view is prevalent not just in the literature of TQM/CIP
experts such as Albrecht, Deming, Juran, Leffel, Crosby, and
Spanbauer, but also

of earlier writers, such as Burns. ln addition,

Iiterature agrees (including Burns; Hagberg; Gardner; Kanter; Manz,
Keating, and Donnellon; and Schein) that leaders must set and
maintain standards of personal integrity in decision making for
themselves and model and support it in others. They also agree that
leaders must engender trust in order to be successful. Though
leaders must be able to build on the internal and external motivators

of followers, it is believed unnecessary for leaders to be seen as
charismatic in order to be effective (Hagberg, Gardner, Kotter).
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Open-Ended ltems
As described in Chapter Four of this study, respondents to this
section were first directed to check Yes or No indicating whether
they were familiar with the terms Total Quality Management and
Continuous lmprovement Process. Those who checked Yes were

directed to explain what these terms meant to them. Next, they

were directed to react to the possibility of implementing TQM and
CIP at WITC. Finally, all respondents were invited to provide any
additional comments they wished. (See guestions and responses in
Appendix A, pages 8?-1 1 1 and Appendix B, Table 1, page 1 13.)

Familiaritv with Con cepts: Districtwide. of the 1 54
respondents to the survey, 87 (56 percent) indicate familiarity with
the concept TQM. Sixty-three (41 percent) indicate no familiarity

with the concept. Four (3 percent) did not respond to this item. ln
response to whether they are familiar with ClP, 77 (50 percent)
indicate familiarity, while 70 (45 percent) indicate no familiarity.
Seven (5 percent) did not respond to this item.
Familiaritv with

C

cepts:

Reqionallv

Though not enough surveys were returned from each region to

do a test for statistical significance on faculty and management
responses for the semantically differentiated items, it is
interesting to review responses to open-ended items per region for
this study. A per campus breakdown shows that of the 17

7 (41 percent) were familiar
with TQM and 10 (59 percent) were not. Two (12 percent) were
farniliar with ClP, while 17 (7o percent) were not, and 3 (18
percent) did not respond to this survey item.
respondents from the Ashland region,
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Of the 44 New Rlchmond regional campus respondents, 35 (80
percent were familiar with TQM, I (18 percent) were not, and 1 (2

percent) did not respond to the item. Thirty-eight (SG percent) were
familiar with ClP, 5 (12 percent) were not, and 1 (2 percent) did nor
respond

to the item.

of the 37 Rice Lake regional campus respondents, 13 (35
percent) indicated familiarity with TQM, ?? (60 percent) indicated
no familiarity, and two (5 percent) did not respond. Thirteen (35
percent were familiar with ClP, ?? (60 percent) were not, and two
(5 percent) did not respond to the item.
Of the ?.4 Shell Lake adminisuative office respondents, 1I (79
percent) indicated familiarity with TQM, 4 ( 1 7 percent) did not, and
1 (4 percent) did not respond. Seventeen (71 percent) indicated
familiarity with ClP, 6 (25 percent) did not, and 1 (4 percent) did

not respond.

of the 3? superior

regional respondents,

l3 (41 percent)

indicated familiarity with TQM and 19 (59 percent) indicated no
familiarity. Seven (Z? percent) indicated familiarity with ClP, and

75 (78 percent) indicated no familiarity.
It is interesting to note that while 56 percent of respondents
districtwide indicate familiarity with TQM and 50 percent with Clp,
the percentages for each on a regional basis are much lower. Though
there is no way to tell from this study, the themes that emerge from
responses

to

open-ended items might have been somewhat different
overall had more people been familiar with the concepts at each

location and if the study had elicited a larger return from all
regions. High familiarity with both concepts at the New Richmond
campus may be attributed

to the fact that this campus is currently
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involved in implementing TQM/CIP and in-services have been held

there to explain the concepts. That Shell Lake also showed a high
percent of familiarity (71 percent for both TQM and CIP) may be

attributed to the fact that Shell Lake administrators have been
working with New Richmond in its test case implementation
process. It is interesting to note, as well, that although New
Richmond and Shell Lake are working together on the TQM/CIP

initiative, approximately 20 percent of respondents at New
Richmond and approximately 30 percent of respondents at Shell Lake
are still unfamiliar with the concepts.
Commonali ties and Themes o f Responses

.

(See Appendix A for

complete listing of responses to survey items 30 and 3l ). Six
themes emerge from the responses to the open-ended survey items
regarding meaning and possible implementation of TQM and ClP.

Theme 1: TQM and CIP do not carry a uniform definition
throughout the district.
Respondents were requested

to describe TQM and CIP to

deterrnine whether everyone was thinking of the sarne types or
methods of leadership when hearing or using these terms. Results
indicate some confusion with the terms. For example, some
respondents believe that TQM/CIP means numerous meetings and
problem solving--nothing more. The literature indicates, however,

that much rnore than problem-solving meetings is involved

(Deming,

Juran, Crosby, Spanbauer). Other respondents believe TQM and

CIP

mean using "participative decision making," which, again, is only

part of the definition. Those who indicated problem-solving toward
continuous improvement of process and product, plus empowerrnent,
and meeting customer needs came closer to the Iiterature's
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explanation of the concepts. However, few did include all that
makes up these concepts. As cited in the literature review of this

study, Leffel (1991:64) points out that leadership moving toward
TQM/CIP must define where the organization is headed and what it
will look like. ln addition, the leader must define the process for
"moving along the road of continual improvernent and disseminate
this vision broadly."

Theme

?: Participative management of some type, with input
from and empowerment at all levels, is favored by
most faculty and management respondents.

Though not everyone could define TQM/CIP, most respondents--

faculty and management--indicated a need to move to participatory
management. This fact reinforces those items in the semantic
differentiated section of the survey in which faculty and
management scores both lean toward more empowerment and more
participation in decision-making at all levels. As literature noted
earlier points out, these attitudes toward leadership in an
organization are important, especially those implementing TQM/CIP.
Theme 3: The perception exists that a movement toward
TQM/CIP is mere lip service or the current

"bttzz word" from management (especially
regarding district office administration) without
commitment at the top to move from a hierarchical
to a flat organizational structure.
It is interesting to note that theme three is the existing
perception, even though scores in the semantic differentiated
section of the survey suggest that both managernent and faculty
groups really favor the participative leadership style and methods.
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Experts suggest that perceptions about culture, climate, leadership,
and processes may not be shared by faculty and management groups.

They also suggest that building cornmon perceptions and direction is
important to successful TQM/CIP implementation (Leffel 1 991 ,

1985). According to McKee (36),
"...perceptions have a link to success in educational institutions
where shared governance and shared decision-making is utilized."
Freligh (1976:63) cautions that one of the major barriers to
participative decision-making at the community college level is
"indifference of the chief adrninistrator to faculty opinions and
perceptions." Likewise, Winter (59) warns that a roadblock to
success is that administrators often believe they are using
participatory decision making, when in fact they are not. ln
VVinter 1990, McKee 1991, Shein

addition, she says administration must show active support for
participation: "Their (staff's) sense of loyalty to the institution is
limited by their perception of lack of loyalty from the rop."

Theme 4: Some lack of trust in and respect for management
and administration (questioning of values and

integrity) exists.
Again, both management and faculty groups indicated
agreement, in the semantic differential section of the survey, that
trust is very important in leadership. The experts cited above in

this chapter and in the literature review of this study also indicate
trust is essential to success in TQM/CIP. Yet, ?t WITC, where a
TQM/CIP initiative is underway at one campus and may be
implemented at others, this study indicates lack of trust is an issue.
Theme 5: The time commitment needed to make TQM and
CIP work is seen as burdensome.
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Experts on TQM/CIP suggest that implementing and making the
process workable rnay take five years or more (Crosby, Spanbauer).

The initial outlay of time in setting up and refining the process may
be time consuming. De Cosmo (1991 :?1 ) suggests that among the
problem areas in implementing TQM/CIP into school systems, as
demonstrated at Delaware County Community College, are that,
"...the press of daily work inhibited implementation...initial projects

were too complex for short term project resolution."

Theme

6:

A concern exists that the union has not had a role
in implementing TQM/CIP and that TQM/CIP may
lessen union effectiveness.

Since all WITC faculty are union members,

it may not be

surprising that a concern might arise regarding the union's
involvement in TQM/CIP and possible long term effects on the union

itself. At least one expert cited in this study believes that the
union must be considered in changing to a participatory management
process. The reason for such consideration, Freligh notes, is that
unions are patterned after indusrial models and that such models

may limit faculty-administration collaboration.
Summary
Analysis

of data from the semantic differentiated items

section of the survey conducted for this study suggests that WITC
faculty and management, districtwide, share fairly close
perceptions regarding what constitutes effective leaders or

leadership. For the most part, WITC opinions reflect those held by
experts in the study of leadership as discussed in the literature
review sections of this study and as cited in this chapter.
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Results from the open-ended items section of the survey

suggest six emerging themes related to the meaning of TQM/CIP and
its possible implementation throughout the district. As discussed
above, these themes relate

to lack of a uniform definition for

its possible irnplementation throughout the district.
As discussed above, these themes relate to the lack of a uniform
definition for TQM/CIP, existence of general support for some form
of participative management, perception of TQM/CIP as current
*buzz terms" with lack of management commitment,
lack of respect
for and trust in management, perception of TQM/CIP as burdensome
in time commitment involved, and perception that union involvement

TQM/CIP and

in

TQM

lClP is absent and union effectiveness may be jeopardized by

TQM/CrP.

Literature in the field suggests that while a desire for
participative decision making on the part of both faculty and
management (shown in one emergent theme) is important in

implementing TQM/CIP, the other five themes suggest barriers to

that end. The reliability of these themes as indicative of
districtwide perceptions might be affected by the fact that three
locations had low participation in the survey and that large
percentages of the participants at three of the regions indicate lack
of familiarity with TQM/CIP. Comments in these regions from
participants who do indicate familiarity, however, do not differ
from responses in regions where a higher degree of familiarity with
the concepts is indicated.
Chapter Six offers conclusions and recommendations based on
this study.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At the outset of this study, this researcher was interested
discovering the opinions of faculty and management in the WITC

in

district relative to what constitutes effective leadership methods
and styles. Doing so was especially interesting in light of the fact
that the district is considering implementing TQM/CIP districtwide
and has already begun such an initiative at the New Richmond
campus,

Research showed

that rnany organizations, including

educational institutions, undertake cultural/climate surveys before
and during a change in processes or procedures. These studies often
include surveying employees for their opinions on effectiveness of
current leadership within the organization, However, research also
suggested that little had been done to survey employees for opinions
about effective leadership, in general, without tying those opinions

directly to current leadership within the organization being
surveyed. Since WITC has been considering a climate/culture survey
which does not include study of opinions on effective leadership, in
general, this writer decided to see what inforrnation this second
type of survey would produce and how helpful it might be. of
particular interest was whether differences of opinion existed
between management and faculty.
Results

of the semantic differentiated section of the study,

with no statistically significant difference between management
and faculty responses per category, suggest commonality between
faculty and management regarding what constitutes effective
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leaders or effective leadership methods and styles. These results

indicate mutually held opinions leaning more toward TQM/CIP with
its participatory management methods/styles than to the currently

existing district style of top-down hierarchical management
methods/styles.
One of the themes emerging from

the open-ended section of the
survey agrees with these results--that most faculty and
management responding are interested in implementing
participatory management. ln contrast with this interest and with
the results from the semantic differential section, however, are the
other five themes emerging from the open-ended responses. ln
general, respondents are not in agreement as to what constitutes
TQM/CIP, Statements made in this section suggest that mistrust of
management exists, along with the perception that TQM/CIP are
"bLtzz words" and that no real commitment exists from the top to
make such a process work. In addition, there is some concern
expressed that the union may not be involved in the process and that
union effectiveness may suffer with such a program. Concern about
time commitment involved with TQM/CIP was an additional theme.
What all the results really mean for WITC might be interpreted
in a variety of ways. That most faculty and management responding
seem to favor implementing a method of participatory management
may indicate that the two groups could be amenable to implementing
such leadership methods. That opinions of effective leadership are
similar for both groups on the semantic differentiated section of the
survey might also suggest common ground for such an initiative.
However, management and faculty may be unaware that they
are thinking similarly about the leadership they believe is effective.
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Results of the study do suggest the possibility of a need

to define

clearly and communicate districtwide how WITC is interpreting and
planning to implement TQM/CIP and what exactly that
implementation might mean for everyone involved.

In addition, results of this study suggest that if top
management believes in TQM/CIP for WITC, it must make a visible
commitment to that effort, so that those who do not believe the
commitment is there may begin to trust that it is. Such actions
might be centered around leadership behaviors such as those favored
by both management and faculty respondents in the semantic
differentiated section of this study. lf results from this study are
accurate, the trust'issue, which emerged as one of the themes in the
open-ended survey items, must be addressed in order

to

make

TQM/CIP work.

The union-management issue might also need

to be addressed

districtwide. Faculty have served on the New Richmond campus
coordinating team for implementing TQM/CIP and as co-coordinators
of the TQM/CIP implementation process at that campus. However,
membership has been as faculty only, not as union members.
Results from this study are not definitive. The survey used in

this study is not widely tested for reliability and validity. Further
tests of the survey would need to be undertaken before placing as
much credence in results from its use as one might place in a test
which has a lengthy record of use and testing. Results from this
study might also be different had all participants been provided the
same definitions of TQM/CIP. They might have been different if
surveys were administered today, two and one-half years after

initiating the process. Results may have been inaccurate, as well,
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depending on whether respondents answered as they thought they

"should" or as they truly believed. More research and a full
climate/cultural suruey of the district are recommended to gain a
fuller picture of what the district is like, what its needs are, which
direction

it should take, and how best it can follow that direction.

Update Since Conclusion of Study
ln the spring of 1995, the district undertook a climate survey
with the assistance of University Wisconsin-Stout. Meetings are
now being established between administration and experts from that
university to take a look at implications of the survey results and
the college's possible response to them. ln addition, the district has
experienced the retirement of the college vice-president and two of

its four regional administrators, New adiministrators have been
hired, the vice-presidential position eliminated, and the college
governance structure reconfigured. lt is not yet known what impact
these events will have on the college and a TQM/CIP initiative.
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APPENDIX A

Survey Documents
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671 Parkview

Dr.
New Richmond, Wl 54017
August 31 , 1992

Faculty and Management
WITC District

Dear Colleague:

I would like to invite you to participate in a study I am conducting
as part of graduate program work in leadership at Augsburg College,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Leadership is a timely topic both nationally
and locally, though leadership styles and rnethods are not universally
defined in the same way. I am interested in your perceptions of
what leadership is, and I would appreciate your taking the next few
minutes to complete the enclosed confidential survey.
This survey has been sent to all full time faculty and management
within our district, and your input as a member of one of these
groups is valuable. You may notice a number in the upper left corner
of the survey form. The number is a mailing aid only and will not be
used to identify you with the answers on your survey.
Please notice that the survey is not an evaluation of current
leadership at WITC, but asks only that you provide your opinions of
leadership styles and methods. ln appreciation for your completing
the survey, I will send you a summary of survey results.
Sin cere ly,

Judy Sanchez

Instructor--General Education
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WITC-New Richmond
671 Parkview Dr.
New Richmond, lAll 54017
September 9, 1992
Faculty and Management
WITC District
Dear Colleague:
Recently, I sent you a confidential survey form like that enclosed in
this letter and invited you to participate in a study I am conducting
as part of my Masters thesis work in leadership. Your views on
leadership are an important part of my successful completion of the
thesis. lf you have already returned that survey to me, I thank you
for your help. lf you have not, I would appreciate your filling out the
enclosed form and returning it to me in the self-addressed, stamped
envelope provided.
Be assured that I will make no attempt to identify you with your
answers. Your response as either a member of faculty or
management, however, will be important in the statistical
significance of any findings I make in my study. ln appreciation of
your help, I will send you a summary of survey results.

I would like to have the raw data from the surveys ready for
analysis and interpretation by the end of this month. Please, take
the next few minutes to complete and rnail the survey and help me
meet rny deadline,
Sin cer€

ly,

Judy Sanchez

lnstructor--General Education
WITC-New Richmond
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
(ltems 30-31 )

Ashland Region--Management
lf you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.
(No responses made.)

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management

program?

we have too many managers and very few leaders. Each year we hear high ideals but low
follow ups. WITC still plays "turf" battles.
Are we already doing it as part of our everyday jobs?

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
ly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

brief

(No responses made.)

How do you feel about WITC instituting a Continuous lmprovement
Process?
This makes sense, but as above, the Management '*click" in WITC at the regions and Shell
Lake blow a lot of smoke and no substance.

Additional Comments:
WITC should scrap a good portion

of level 2 and 1 managernent to facilitate a fonrvard
progression to get the best for the community and students. We waste more money
because we have poor manegement in the regions. Five regions--five plans. We need a
good OUTSIDE controller for operations, instead of the system we have. Waste-abusef

raud!

WITC should examine the results
CIP programs at all locations.

of the recent climate survey before mandating TQM or
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
( ttems 3O-31 )

Ashland Region--Faculty
lf

you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.
Striving for excellence in all aspects of the organization.
Focusing on

"all' the elements of organization toward quality.

All help in the decision

prCIcess.

Entire organization (everyone) has quality awareness. Participative management must
be practiced to achieve TQM.

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management

program?
Good idea

if all cooperate and time is made available to do it right (getting it underway).

More meetings simply to justify someone's job.
We already are, so to speak.
Have not been on staff long enough to determine this system well.

Too many layers--self managed work teams may be more successful.

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous Improvement Process,
briefly explain what this terrn means to you.
Things can always be improved rather than just accepting the status quo.
Please define and give examples.

Self-evaluated from all involved.

How do you feel about WITC instituting a Continuous lmprovement
roc ess ?

P

Thought we had and think it's a good idea but don't believe we've even touched on the
basic problems that were what initially brought it about. Seems to me the committees
have been "treating the symptoms," not the basic problems--and I wonder if we were
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supposed to forget about those now that it APPEARS things are being worked on.

Additional Comments:
that WITC could benefit greatly from making the management process
more democratic with more input from those of us on the front lines.
I simply believe

Without definitions, I could not answer 30 and 31. Sorry. But should like to see a
quality circles management approach. We have a very complex hierarchy with lost of
lost man hours on top.

lvhat is your intent for the use of this data (besides your thesis)?
Re: Question no. ?0. Can't believe the district has adopted generic management,
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
( Items 3O-31 )

New Richmond Region--Management
lf you are f amiliar with Total Quality Management,

this concept means to you,

brief

ly explain what

With the customer's needs and expectations at the core, systematically realign all
processes to provide what the customer needs and expects.

Quality improvement, consumer satisfaction, cost reduction--whole program-perfection.
lN everything you do--you approach it with great attention on "is this the best."
We who believe in TQM focus on how quality can be brought into everything we do.

lf it's not broke, fix it. Empower others, work as a team toward a common goal--ln our
business, that's what is best for the student.

All aspects of an organization are focused on delivering a service/product to the
customer which will not only meet expectations, but delight the customer.
Enlightenment of the managers and team leaders to improve processes; customer
service, etc., to achieve perfection by the organization.
Everything the organization does should be focused on the satisfaction of the customer
bottr internal and external.
Empowerment at all levels using staff as an asset, looking to process management as a
key to effectiveness, always doing better.
Everyone involved in making everything better. Doing it right the first time. Everyone
involved in decisions appropriate to that issue. Whole concept bought into by top
management. Training must be provide to implement it.

Reality--mostly a "buzz" word thrown around in our organization (WITC) in an
attempt to pretend we want to improve our product. Theoretically--common sense
approach of treating custorners as you would like to be treated.

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management
progra m?
I

think it is vital to our future and needs to be done districtwide.
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Good idea, but need commitment from all including the top.

It is a positive step for us. I hope we have the resources and commitment from our
district to see this through.
It's an excellent idea--overdue. We need to ask questions about How and Why we do
things in order to develop and improve the processes we use to do our work.
I think it is essential for us to embrace TQM in all aspects of our organization
and then thrive in the coming century.

to survive

lnitially lots of work, but I feel it will pay off for the district.
Very comfortable in sorne areas of our operation, TQM is just labeling something that has
always had a customer focus. ln other areas, this is a new and highly desirable concept.
It will be a challenge to implement districtwide.
It would be great if it actually happened, but WITC is only paying lip service to TQhi and
no real effects are materializing.

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
brief ly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

The effort at the New Richmond Region to continuously improve and better provide for
all the needs of the internal and external customers.

"Meetings"--Problem-solving

to improve the operation and organizations.

It means that we approach our customers in a sense of wanting to meet all their needs-it means excellent service, it means full involvement, it means changing. What our
customers want today may change and we need to continually change to meet their needs
and keep their trust/business.
As we defined

it: it is a comprehensive, systematic approach to achieving excellence in

meeting customer needs in the fulfillment of our mission. This initiative is built upon
quality concepts which embrace individual respect and involvement. Our commitment is
to continuously improve and innovatively meet the challenges of the future.
To me, it means we are constantly striving to improve our processes and ultimately our
system of delivering education to our customers.
Being aware of processes and how vitally important it is that we have working systems
in place to help us do our jobs; to support achieving our goals; to improve at every
chance we get.

Similar

to TqM--but more focused on improving each and every process that is in place.
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CIP is a systematic way to constantly assess where WITC is and discovering where WITC
should go and want to go and having ways to constantly improve.

Trying to improve everything we do. Everyone in organization trying to improve.
Reality--a continuous effort that is real and is financially supported to always provide
the best for customers, both internal and external. Decisions are made that actually
support continuous improvement.

How do you f eel about WITC institutlng a Continuous lmprovement
Process ?
I'm glad New Richmond has begun this and am anxious for the rest of the district to get on
board.
Good, but has to be working in with other things already in progress, plus know where
we are going.
I feel encouraged. I know

it will take time and work but have seen some very positive
past
results over the
two years.
Again, I believe it's necessary for educational organizations to adopt this process,
because we're in a competitive market and our graduates need to understand the process
to become more employable.
I feel

it's necessary--we'Il need to improve as a campus/district to actually be the

CHOICE OF THE NINETIES.

Same as #30.

Very positive.
Go

for it!

Again, it would be great if it really, truly happened, but WITC has not made a real
comrnitment to it. Lip service again with a lot of useless meetings that haven't taken us
(WITC) anywhere closer to improved operations. ln fact, \,ve are going worse with
service, because most of our people are in rneetings, when they should be serving
customers. The nreetings are great for some people because they (meetings) get people
out of work.

Additional Comments:
For WITC to be successful with TQM, a change in leadership style would be necessary.
There would need to be greater trust, empowerment, and breaking down of "we/they"
feelings between management and staff, between regions, and between the A.O. and the
rest of the district.
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Question Z3-all employees are leaders. We can all develop our leadership, however.
Knowing this was being sent to all managers, I was somewhat confused.
Thanks, Judy. Good luck with your grad work.
TQM concept must be endorsed at top level. Time and money--resources-- must be
provided to prepare for, implement, and continue TQM. Time and resources and
commitment must be provided up front.
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
(ltems 3O-31 )

New Richrnond Region--Faculty
tf you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.

It was all that Fox Valley stuff--know your customer and put customer first
The thrust of our management's goals are toward quality in what we do.
Management as it affects production.

It is a concept that nobody on campus is sure of, but it sounds good to give students a
quality experience, with quality instruction, by quality teachers, so that they will be
able to do quality work on their chosen jobs.
TQM inspires and directs resourcefulness
institutional goals.

of an institution's employees in realizing

TQM is a management system including a philosophy, a set of tools, and organizational
models. Tam is based on the following concepts: continuous improvement of quality;
customer focus; systematic improvement of operations; open work environments; long

term thinking; development of human resources; management is responsible for TQM
leadership. (Based on

TO[t An Overview, by Robbie Lee Needham)

Focus on quality commitment.
Do everything to

the best possible.

TQM rnans setting high goals for percent of problems solved. lt means looking at details
and making each part of the organization responsible and sensitive to the custorrler.

lnvolving all levels of personnel to have the best product or service.
There is no such thing as a perfect product or service.

lt it ain't perfect, make it better.

TqM is people doing their jobs to the best of their ability.
Emphasis on customer

Do

service. Participative management--ernpower employees.

it right the first time and continually strive to improve.
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Treating all customers (internal and external) with respect, honesty, and trust.
lnternal customers help external customers meet their needs as internal customers help
each other do their job more effectively.
The organizational leaders trying to develop "culture of sensitivity to quality." They
try to show quality in all they do and get the organization to do the same.
Faculty, manageffEnt, and staff working together to make decisions that promote quality
work for customers and good working environrnent for all employees.
The hest managers are those who serve whom they manage, thus earning the title of
effective leaders. Total quality is ambiguous but could reflect one who is a true
servant-leader, to me.

Continuously improving an organization through quality concepts, skill building in
people and shared decision making.
A commitment to the custorner, to the individual members of the organization, and to
excellence in meeting customer needs. lt is built upon respect, integrity, and
participation by all members of the organization.

1. Developing standards of excellence for all organizational

behavior, work processes,
effort to meet those
standards. 3. All assessing their efforts in achieving those standards--"organizational
health" is the result/goal.
and systems.

2.

Everyone regulating their behavior and work

Doing the right things right. Getting things done right the first time.

How do you feel ahout WITC implementing e Total Quality Management
prog ra m ?
Gmd

Very Positive.
Effective.

Fine--but define what

it is, and how it will be measured.

TQM is necessary for institutional transformation.
No. Too diverse and too many agendas.
Good long range goals, but let's appreciate what we're doing correctly and build from

there, rather than reinventing everything. lf our own methods are weakn let's study
other successful rnethods and adapt them to our unique needs. Again, don't reinvent.
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It is important to do. lt must be given time, so that we can evolve into it.
Difficult to implement. Perhaps too many layers of management.

l'm all for it.
Probably not needed if things are done with the future in mind. Also, very difficult to
erase old mind sets.

It will be only as effective as Shell Lake's leaders become effective.
1 . lt won't work unless top management buy in. I don't see that happening. Z. The
union will always be an obstacle to overcome. 3. lt is not a religion, and Isee a small
group of people acting as if it were. Let's not get fanatical about it. At what point does
the management take away from primary responsibilities causing a negative situation?

It's the only way.
Doomed, unless adopted in Shell Lake.

It is greatly needed.
We rnust have a philosophical statement which embraces a "vision" for WITC and one for
the NR campus (and the others) as well. Once this has been established, perhaps a TQM
program can effectively serve in attaining and guiding our education process. Of course,
this depends upon how well TQM is defined and how well it fits our institution.

Yes--def initelyl

It is time to take immediate steps--with

Shell Lake leaders beginning the process by
preparing themselves in the basic concepts.

lf we don't, we die.
It needs to be done for effectiveness and growth of WITC.

A positive step--something that will keep us competitive and effective.

It it's similar to Quality lmprovement, I agree.

lf you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
briefly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

Everyone from top to bottom needs to keep current and evaluate new concepts.

Faculty contributing to management decisions/planning.
I believe

it is a process by which we continually attempt to achieve total quality.
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ManagemenVproblem solving is fluid and demands continuous review.
A concept cooked up by (narne deleted). lt appears to be adapted from Napoleonic
military tactic used to control troops. I hope (name deleted) is never granted power

to

use courts martial on recalcitrant teachers.
CIP systematizes

TQM: it is the operetions side of TQM.

It's continuous improvement of the quality of products and or services provided by an
organization. lt's a gradual, unending improvement, doing little things better, setting
and achieving higher standards.
Gaining an insight and tools

for application.

Any entity--individual, organization, etc., can seek to do better. Perfection is be be
striven for, but can never quite be achieved.
All employees work on an equal basis in carefully guided meetings to solve problems,
explore possibilities and experiment with as little personality bashing as possible.
Look at past, present, future to continually make improvement.
See

Total Quality.

Fresh thinking with added communication.

The name implies "process" that would be in place indefinitely-not like problem
solving that would be situational.
I feel

it

is self explanatory.

Never be content with the status guo. The dynamic of education and its customers is
always changing. We must do the same.

A group of problem solving teams.

A system of problem solving--with all employees involved in various groups to improve
systems, procedures, etc., on a continual basis.

A process whereby all staff is involved in improving the quality of the services we
provide to our customers/learners.
It means that our campus has embarked on an organized approach to improve all facets of
delivering education to the public, recognizing that improvement is an on-going process.
The process used to achieve TQM.

g2

Continuous lmprovement is an ongoing commitment to improve everything we do in
response to customer needs. lt is built upon teams, process management, and
participative empowerment for all members of the organization.

A process to improve the external and internal delivery of services.
A part of item #30*alignment of all organizational work to the customer. A continuous
and systematic approach to improve the delivery of service/product to client:
customer/client is the direct focus.
Realizing that we must be able to adapt to new and changing conditions,we need
place the mechanisms to recognize and implement needed change.

to have in

Everyone is involved in decision making, problem solving. Trust and morale become
important.

How do you feel about WITC instituting
Process?

a Continuous

lmprovement

l'm in favor
Gmd
Necessary.
I

don't care to become involved in the total process.

feel that it is just something thought up by certain people and others went along with it
because it was desperate for anything that might work. As far as I can see, there has
been no union input.
I

Like TQM,

it is necessary for institutional

transformation.

It's s must.
Very impoftant.
A good idea, so long as individuals may choose their topic of parthipation and their
efforts appear to be given serious consideration.

to improve the climate of trust.
tiresome unless we cen keep goals in mind.
CIP is helpful

lt

is a never ending task, which may get

Necessary for survival. However, do not feel all our ocommittees" are effective.

l'm all for it.
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Somewhat difficult in a union facility (although work conditions may improve, monetary
gains depend on seniority).
We have done it since 1 968. lt just wasn't called Continuous lmprovement. The buzz
word is good for now. No matter what we call it, we should be looking at ways of
improving what we do for our customers everyday.
You bet.

Doomed, unless adopted by Shell Lake.

Very positive.
Wonderful--much needed.
I welcome this and applaud the open-minded approach of including people from all
departments. lt is vital that we develop a genuine spirit of cooperation to replace
destructive attitudes of competitiveness for self-gain.
Yes.

It is critical for our future. We MUST improve our processes, our effectiveness and our
productivity in order to stay alive as the world changes.
It is the only hope to the challenges of continuous change--without CIP we become a
factory canning peas until our process becomes obsolete. We need CIP and a vision.
New Richmond has an early start--needed throughout

\il[C.

A necessary step, and a positive motivator for those involved.
Agree.

Additional Comments:
Improvement is needed in the area of communicating the concepts of hoth TQM and ClP.
I believe this process is making the union less effective at our carnpus by the divide and
conquer tactics of (name deleted).

It looks like this (expletive deleted) continuous improvement process involvement
means rnore than technical expertise and teaching excellence when deciding on the worth

of an instructor.
I hope this is confidential.
I would like

to be informed of the results.
g4

I believe TQM and CIP are very similar or are at least seeking the same
need time and leadership to carry these ideas out.

ends. Now we

These seem like enlightened ways of guiding and managing an organization. The negative
side could be spending long hours in committee meetings until the meetings become the
goat. I feel pulled from my primary task of facilitating a specific set of student lessons.

I need TIME and TQM-CIP techniques in my program area much more than deciding
adrninistrative issues.
What do questions 30 and 31 have to do with leadership?
Hypothetical question regarding TQ$\,I/CIP. lf someone suppofts these to the fullest
extent and improves things, and then loses his/her position due to downsizing, low
enrollments, etc., is this person really better off now?
Your results will be interesting, especially the perceptions
process.

re:

WITC implementing the

Someone is making a lot of money selling TQM. Can you remember when MBOs was the
big thing? Parts of TQM are great; however, other parts do not really fit with non*

profit organizations.
going to bungle along in mediocrity until there is a dramatic change in
management. There will be some individual flashes of greatness, but greatness of the
organization can only he sustained by great line level personnel for a time. Great
leadership is essential to a great organization. tVill the current leaders achieve
greatness? Does the structure of the WAE system and WITC allow great leaders to
develop or to come in from elsewhere?
VVITC is

Good luck on the project.

There are many instructors (since l'm faculty) who in my opinion are effective
educators, Through their own sense of mission to educated people, they employ
continuous improvement qualities, and l'm sure, TQM characteristics too. Thus far,
these talents have not been used or recognized enough, lthink, because the CIP is not
flexible enough in its focus. I'm assuming the TQM process (is it defined?) includes
the act of teaching and learning. Many of these teachers do not attempt to gain
recognition for what they do. As a result, their talents and accomplishments are never
shared.
I

think we should sing more songs.

Thanks, Judy. Do we get results?
Good

survey. l'rn

VERY interested in

the results.
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First, items 7,8, 11, 12, 16, 17,?O,?1 ,??.,andZT lsee are nnuts and bolts"
considerations on the topic of management--the others do get at some issues of
Ieadership. Second, leadership and management are two different "concepts" yet there
is a relationship between them--the criteria for effectiveness of each are different and
their organizational roles are different. Third, the key role of organizational leadership
involves action oriented toward: A. setting direction(s) for the total organization's
future (1) aniculating a vision for the organization, (2) enabling and guiding the
organization toward that vision, (3) melding individual's effons into the overarching
direction of the organization. B. Assessing the organization's journey toward its vision.
C. Preparing the organization to deal with change. Foufth, leadership by its role, rises
beyond the issues of decision making, problem solving, technical expertise, discipline,
etc., and gets at "leading" the organization without which, organizations are doonred!! or
at best maintain a status quo.
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
( ltems 3O-31 )

Rice Lake ftegion--Management
lf you are familiar with Total Quality

this concept means to you.

Management, briefly explain what

Control is decentralized so that the work group is self-managed. The assumption is that
the memhrs of the work group have "bought into" the vision of the organization and are
all working for the same goal.

That the customer is always right.

Not entirely sure.
All persons in an organization contribute to reaching the goals, improving standards, and
establishing visions for future direction.
Participative decision making via teams working on continuous improvement.
Having appropriate decision rnaking at all levels in the organization with each one asking
how it will benefit the people the institution serves and the people of the organization.

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management

program?

I'd love it-but does it mean we'd eliminate the adversarial relations of
union/management? Without that it would be futile.
Total Quality Management may not be realistic. We need improvement in quality, but can
we afford it? Can the taxpayers afford it?
No thoughts one way or the other.

Heard this phrase for the first time about a week ago at an all staff meeting. Don't know
enough about it yet to comrnent.

I don't think our district is willing

to pay the price, either dollar commitment or

abandonment of Theory X and acceptance of real empowerment.
Good idea! We need some revitalization.
ONLY if endorsed by board and president.
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Some units within the organization have been practicing quality improvement for a long
More opportunity should be given instead of moving further toward central
control.

time.

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
ly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

brief

Groups of people from all levels of organization working together to solve
those problems they are empowered to deal with.

That we will always be in a state of change, but that change will be for the better. Hope
all staff have opportunity to have input on the process.

Staff members from all levels of the organization meet to problem solve on a regular
basis.

Evaluation-critiquing of effectiveness--on a continuum via work teams who use
problem solving.
Continuously setting goals and working to achieve them by various means. Fufther
developring people's strengths and abilities to rneet new and changing challenges.

How do you feel about WITC instituting
Process?

a Continuous

lmprovement

I believe we are working on it in different ways at each location.

don't know. I suppose it's anotlrcr "movement" and buzz word of the week. lt's
unfortunate that we keep seeking another guru to get things done.
I

No comment.

Another good idea. One way to improve climate and staff morale is to involve people in
decision making. You support what you help create.
Long overdue.

Staff development at most levels is encouraged. However, hampered in support by the

institution. We would not he as successful in the classrooms if many of our instructors
already didn't practice a form of continuous improvement.

Additional Comments:
As a side note. Leaders need to be visionary--an aspect of leadership which becomes
increasingly important in our challenging times. Leaders also need to be abh to solve
problems and not ignore them. lt may be equally important for a leader to select and
surround him/herself with managers that can solve problems.
gB

VVITC needs

to stop reorganizing and start to grow--improve--make

Where does supervision or supervisors fit?
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LISTING

STATEMENTS
(ltems 3o-31 )
OF

Rice Lake

Reg

ion--Faculty

lf you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.
Establishing clear goals in relationship to achieving a quality improvement, making
incrernental steps toward the goal, Advising others of the goal and steps to take.
Changing the attitude of support people so goals can be obtained.

No. But I think I might know what it means--Quality

Assurance.

Managing for quality of the organization, all of the components and all of the people (its

most vital component).

All staff and managernent having input into the quality results of their jobs.
Continuous improvement at all levels and a commitment from the leadership.

Doing

it right the first time.

Customer is first--the "student."

Management with a p{an; having been "trained" on uhow to manage" others in
a positive fashion.

lntroduced at in-service only.

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management
program?
Without "leadership," trust, a real commitment at the top and 1990s view rather than
1890s view of "human capital" or assets, it could end up being the program of the
month.

Not aware of one.

Can't hurt,
I do not feel that current administration has the desire or the attitude to supply such a
change. lt will require a great deat of change.

Cannot comment on something I am not familiar with.
About time.
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I

feel we do have quality management, but not total quality.

It will never work unless whole scale changes are made in upper management personnel
at the campus and at the district level.

lf management will listen to and use staff input, it would be great.
I believe the managernent at WITC could be improved, and I know that the quality could be
improved.

Okay, if everybody knows what it is.

lf set up and done properly, it would be like a breath of fresh air. Labor to management
climate stinks.

It makes too much sense, so why would "they" bother? It would work.
I feel TQM should be a

part of any system. All must buy into the program.

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
briefly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

Knowing what quality looks like, communicating this up/down/across the organization
through open discussion, having the power to make incremental changes toward the
desired standards, continuing the loop by redefining.knowing what quality looks like."
I think I know what

it

means.

lndividuals and the organization continuously strive to improve themselves, in terms of
what they do, who they are, and how they are perceived.
Monitoring the Quality Results and setting improvement goals.
A continuous need to imfove upon what has previously been done and delivering
feedback to be able to do this.

Continually upgrading, enhancing, growing, learning, improving-how's that?
Again, it was introduced.

How do you feel about WITC instituting
P rocess?

a Continuous

lmprovement

As above, though I believe it COULD happen at some levels or in some parts of the
organization, in spite of systems, without leadership, trust, etcn...

Can't hurt.
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I am not familiar with Continuous lmprovement Process. Sounds

good. Makes sense.

I don't think it could work, because it would imply managefflent would have to improve
their skills too. Our management especially at the A.O. are too narrow-minded to
accomplish this.

Would be for the idea.

It will never work.
I believe

it should be done with staff and faculty input.

Great--the faculty/staff must be involved at the first...management does not know what
the district needs for the customer.
Again, we must all buy into the program.

Additional Comments:
I'm not familiar with the terms above. I do feel that we have pockets of positive
manegement and people empowered. I am blessed with a supervisor who supports me,
helps me do any job to the best of my ability. Unfortunately, the
trust/empowerment/leadership stops at that level.
WITC has serious problems in its management. Until the "old boys" leave, things are
doomed to remain as they are.
Perhaps, you shouH have defined the terrns in 3O and 31 before we completed the

survey.

Don't put numbers on surveys.
I feel that WITC could do a better job of delivering quality instruction if management
decisions were shared by all parties directly concerned with this delivery. Our
organization seerns to spend a great deal of time and energy realigning the top of the
power structure; this effort is viewed by some frontline employees as adding little or
even detracting from instructional delivery. The present management style of WITC is a
dinosaur that perhaps will have to die a natural death. I personally doubt that a great
deal can be accomplished in this area until many of our older staff and management

retire.
The flogging will continue til morale improves--district style of management. The staff
has no confidence/trust toward management. Why should we, when the district (name
deleted) has stated his/her job is to circumvent the contract.
One must remember that leadership can be positive or negative for each situation
encountered. Good leaders must develop the ability to make this determination.
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
(ltems 3O-31 )

Superior Region--Management
lf you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.
Group decision making by people representing all levels
team approach.

of an organization through

a

Have heard and read some about it, but have no in-depth knovrrledge.

Participative shared decision making--consensus agreement--facilitated meetings with
outcome-based agendas, flat hierarchy, decentralized management, guality based
continuum, customer service orientation, both internal and external.
Operating your organization or personal like in the best manner,/way possible.
Looking at all aspects of the organization and striving for quality throughout--both
internally and externally.

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management
progra m?
It seems to be the next step after MBOs of the 'BOs. I hear New Richnrond is big on TQM
and has enhanced internal communication.
I believe we practice a form of TQM now. I support the principle.
Elatedl
This would be a good idea. However, some campuses may not have a need for it.

quality!ll!! Perhaps Total Quality Management is a "buzz" word that WITC
administrators think they need to employ. We need to focus on our quality as we have it

WITC has

and then go forward.
I

support the concept and would like to see a commitment for long term effon in this

area.
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lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
ly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

brief

It means always evaluating yourself and trying to be better at more things that you were
previo us ly.
Assuming that the *process" needs to be monitored continuously to establish an incontrol condition, continuous improverhent deals with establishing, maintaining and
improving what we do.

To me this means to continually improve on sonrething, even if it seems perfect. lt isn't,
and it can always be made better.

Life-long learning--constantly learning and striving for improving.

How do you feel about WITC instituting a Continuous Improvement
P roc es s?
We practice this

today for the most part. I would continue this practice.

lmpatient. Optimistic.
Why not? There is always room for improvement.
Support this concept also-go for it.

Additional Comments:
to succeed, we will have to change many paradigms. Trust, patience, vision and
determination will be necessary, but foremost we will need total commitment. We seem
to have been on a continuum of moving deeper into a centralized hierarchy, while
simultaneously creating empowered councils (teams). lt seems a conflict.
ln order

The onty drawback of TQM and continuous improvement is committees lack
accountability and time has no meaning; therefore, total TqM still needs to be directed to
reach timely outcomes.
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LISTING

STATEMENTS
(ltems 3O*31 )
OF

Superior

Reg

ion--Faculty

lf

you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.
The organization is driven by standards that are focused on the customer.
Giving value to the custorrrcrs by meeting their expectations.
Every aspect of the organization affects the products.

Thought is good--if I understood it more.
Where administrative decisions are based on the concerns for the success of our own end

product.

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management

program?

Have you read Newgweek 9/7

/9??

What TqM/

To be a successful institution, WITC should use TQM.
I

think managernent is pretty good now, but we can improve it.

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
ly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

brief

When one improvement is made, you look for the next avenue

to improve.

The organization must continuously adjust to the changing operational environment.
Constantty check whatever affects production, and adjust to do better.

How do you feel about WITC instituting
P roc ess?
Food teachers do this autornatically.

Very important!
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a Continuous

Improvement

Additional Comments:
Good luck!

The weakest link in the technical college setting is management. Shell Lake has lost all
respect frorn me and that wasn't true six years ago. They also lack ability to represent
us at the state level--no political sophistication. Our campus and Shell Lake fail to
communicate with either their state senator or their state representative. This is not
true for the University system.
You are probably aware that the U.S. Navy has gone to TQM, and of course, CIP would go
hand in hand.
Maybe the second part of the question should have been, "A leader makes decisions

without compromising personal integrity."
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LISTING OF STATEMENTS
( lterns 3O-31 )

Shell Lake--Management
lf you are familiar with Total Quality Management, briefly explain what
this concept means to you.
It's the realization that people have contributions to make and given the oppoftunity will
continue to improve in their work and the organization.
TQM affects everything we do--all areas are interdependent.

it consists of constant improvement of process, people, or outcome. Total
Managernent
includes all levels of organization for input.
Quality
I believe

TQM is the use of continuous improvement processes in every aspect of an organization's

operations to better improve its service to its customers (both internal and external).
lnvolving groups to identify issues and determine a strategy to solve them.
Team work and focus on needs of the customer.

It means attaining quality in atl aspects through team effort-input and acceptance by
everyone.
The customer in the final analysis determines the level of quality. The goal is to match
or exceed customer expectation. All people in the organization must be involved.
Empowering employees to improve the quality/productivity of products/services to
customers.

Familiarity is somewhat limited--have not worked fully with the concept. TQM is
commitment of quality by ALL employees within an organization, "working
together" to achieve.
Each person in organization pefforms his or her duties with the best degree

a

of

performance consistently interdependently with co-workers.
Communication between all levels of staff.
I believe it means that all employees at all levels strive for quality and are empowered to
do their jobs effectively.
Management is committed to Total Quality throughout the organization.
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"Doing it right" from the beginning to achieve desired outcomes. Vision of the end result
and problem solving to get there.
Focus on improvement process through human resources.

Attention to providing best possible service.

A "fad" flavor of the month to describe an environment in which all members of the
organization strive for constant irnprovement in efforts to achieve the organizational
goals.

Top me this concept means involving all staff in the process of quality improvement.
would like to know more.

I

How do you feel about WITC implementing a Total Quality Management

program?

I feel a program should be implemented but is should be developed by and for the
employees through educating the principals and desired customers to be successful

Positive.
Most in favor.
Hopeful and enthused.

G(
We need

to be customer oriented and provide quality services.

Strongly favor implementing TQM.
Agree.
See a need

to implement college wide.

lf phased in so that it becomes a natural/comfortable part of doing business, it will be

gd'

Excellent idea.

Positively. Necessary for WITC to remain current.
It would be good for us-but l'm not sure administration and board are committed to it.
No, time commitment is extreine. clP is an alternate method.
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Support strong focus on improvement of services to customer--vital for future.
Valuable effort.

It would be best to focus on solving problems and improving known areas of needed
attention than to waste time on another time-consuming exercise of theory-wallowing.

lf I were familiar with the term, maybe?
I would like

to see such a program implemented.

lf

you are f amiliar with the term Continuous lmprovement
briefly explain what this term means to you.

Process,

As an individual, I strive to improve in my responsibilities on a day by day basis and
support and work with my organization in its improvement.

Not in real terms--always looking for better way to do things continually moving to
improve--NOT quick fix now we've done it approach. Process never ends.
Sornewhat.

the premise that one or an organization can always be better than it is.
the organization's behavior by causing it to focus on always trying
to improve itself, its staff, and its processes to hetter serve the needs of its internal and
external customers.
CIP is based on

CIP processes direct

lmplementing TQM to continuously assess, improve and evaluate.
Teamwork and focusing on customer.
TQM is not

just for tsday; it is an ongoing activity in all areas of the college.

lf it ain't broke, try to improve it anyway--always look for opportunities to

improve.

The need to improve quality of an organization is continuous.
Somewhat familiar--you need a continuous improvement process to continually work on
issues as a team and eventually achieve total quality.
As an organization plans for growth and change, we prepare to improve ourselves. As
well, it is an attitude or philosophy for all.
Again, I believe it is commitment to seek ways on an ongoing basis to improve services,
procedures.
Continually trying

to improve the process,
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Doing things right the first time; remaining open to changing conditions which require
modification of action to achieve desired result. Problem solving approach, not blame.

lf it works, fix it (improve it). lmprovement of process increases quality of service.
Same as the above with a slightly different approach--in the past forty years, I've seen
the same thrust under the umbrella of a myriad of "fashionableo headings.

This term to me means looking at issues in a problem solving manner involving
appropriate staff. Again, I would love to know more.

How do you feel about tl/lTc instituting a Continuous lmprovernent
P roc ess?
I believe we have and are in one--we certainly can improve in how we improve.
We are at a point where the college needs to become more in touch with improvement of

services, people services, and products.

Let's do it.

That CIP is RIGHT ON for WITC!
OK-- necessary.

Strongly favor.
Go

for

it.

The benefits exceed the input requirements.

Agree.

Super process. NR has done some really neat things on working through areas of concern
or addressing college needs at NR.
I

think it is necessary and overdue. However, needs to be carefully done.

Very much needed, but are employees patient enough to pursue this--often we go for the
quick fix.
Yes, we should

to reduce errors that occur and set standards so staff understand the

process.
We are overdue, but may not be ready yet, since we are adapting a top heavy,

hierarchical organization.
Very strongly support--a problem solving approach to improvement is needed.
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Any improvement effort should be encouraged.
You don't quick-fix through a quality program--you change the environment.
I think

it would be very beneficial to implernent such a process at WITC.

Additional Comments:
Good luck completing your graduate work soon. I hope you get an excellent response to

this survey.
Good luck.

Authoritarian leadership prevails still at WITC. lnflux of new approaches has made
in-roads.
Keep up the good work!

Management focuses oil doing things right--leadership focuses on doing the right thingl
They combine into doing the right thing rightl
Best wishes for success in your study.
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APPENDIX

Tables
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B

Table

1.

Responses

to Check-Off on Survey ltems 30-31
Familiar w/TQM

Management
Ashland
New Richmond
Rice Lake
Shell Lake

Yes

No

1

3

0

1

10
6

1

1

"t7

2
3
6

1

3

0

2

1

5

4
4

Superior
Subtotal

4?

Yes

l-r.
1

1

2

0

3

6

0

15

3

37

20

3

No

Ashland
New Richmond
Rice Lake
Shell Lake

6
25

I

6
1B

rior

6

Subtotal

District Total

Supe

Yes

10
19
7

Faculty

l.r.

No

Familiar w/ClP

*MC
0
0

7

Yes
1

2B

No

*MC

I

3

3

0

1

7

19

1

17

o

4

19

0

45

4B

1

40

50

4

B7

63

4

77

70

7

N = 154
*MC Missing Cases (No response
=

to item indicated)
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Table

?..

Districtwide Demographics
Position

Nu

Administration/

*

mber

Percent

60

3LO

94

61 .0

154

100.0

Managernent

Faculty
Total

Location
Ashland
New Richmond
Rice Lake
Shell Lake
S

upe

rior

Total

Gender

Nu

Percent

mber
"17

44
37
74
32

1.0
28.6
24.O
1 s.6
z0.B

154

100.0

1

Percent

Number

Ma le

94

61 .O

Female

5B

37.7

7.

1.3

Missing Cases

Total

154

100.0
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Table 2.

Districtwide Demographics (Continued)
Yea rs

Employed

at WITC
0-

5

6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
Over 30
Total

Highest
Level of
Education

30
28
37
27

19.5
1B.Z

24.O

7A

7.5
13.0

4

5,2
2.6

154

100.0

1

I

Percent

Number

High School

4

Diploma/GED
Apprentice/Voc. Dip.
Associates Degree
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Ed. Specialist
Doctorate

5

Total

Percent

Number

?

2.6
3.2
1 1.0
19.5
54.5
4.5
1.3

5

3.Z_

17

30
B4

7

154

99.8

*(100.0)

*All percentages are rounded off.
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